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The Air Force navigator is a man of many talents. He is, 'first or all,
a master of the skies-and no finer exists. In addition, he has a firm
background in astro-nav1gation, electronics, engineering and allied
fields. Then, too, he must show outstanding qualities of leadership,
initiative and self-reliance. In short, he is a man eminently prepared for an important future in the new Age of Space. Find out
today if you can qualify as an Air Force navigator.

Ask your local recruiter abou_t your
opportunities In the new Age of Space.
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ATTENTION BAND AND CHORAL DIRECTORS:
-Why not turn your tape recordings into handsome profits for your band
or choral organization? 45-rpm discs or long-playing 12" discs are a sure
means of raising funds and building up interest in school musical programs. Prices for pressings are far cheaper than you may think.
The Austin Recording Company has done high fidelity custom pressing
work for Texas secondary schools for years. We have recorded ba-nd contests at Prairie View and were chosen to record the proceedings at the
recent TSAT convention.
Write us for information, rates, and helpful suggestions on fund-raising
with records.

Austin Recording Company
Box 166
Austin 62, Texas

The January NEA Journal
Features a 16-page Section
1

Entitled "Your Child s Intelligence."

PRENTICE-HALL BOOK NEWS
Educational Book Division
130 BASIC TYPING JOBS-by
Ruth I. Anderson and Leonard
J. Porter-contains jobs requiring extensive planning and
thinking at the typewriter.
There is good balance between arranged and unarranged material. Each job is taken
from an actual business office
or has been classroom tested
in experimental typing classes.
BUSINESS DICTIONARY - by
Louis C. Nanassy and William
Selden, alphabetically lists the
most common, up-to-date
business and economic terms.
But it is more than a regular
dictionary because much of
the information is encyclopedic. In addition, specific guides
and helps are provided in
some cases. Usable in any
business-education or socialstudies class, it is the most
comprehensive book of its
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PRENTICE-HALL

Winter, 1961

kind for classes in accounting,
business law, and many
others.
WORD FINDER-by Ruth I. An-

derson, Lura Lynn Straub, and
E. Dana Gibson, is organized
for fast reference. This new,
handy, pocket- sized volume
contains an alphabetical listing of about 15,000 words their spelling, accent, and syllabification. Definitions are
provided for homonyms and
many other words that might
be confused.
Prentice-Hall Representatives:
Philip Grice, 2404 Lawnmont,
Austin, Texas
Hugh C. Simmons, 226 Varsity
Circle, Arlington, Texas ·

PRENTICE-HALL, INC.
Educational Book Division
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.

Report On

Your NEA

\Villard E. Givens, former Executive
Secretary of the National Education
Association, stated well that "in the
local education association is found the
growing edge of the organized teaching
prnfe3s1on. fhe face-to-face human relationships that are the basis for immediate action programs by local associations are in sum total the generalized problems of the teaching profession on which the state and national
associations base their programs. And
in turn, all the efforts at the state and
national levels produce their ultimate
results in local communities, and must
be interpreted and utilized by local associations to be most effective."
In this respect, the Austin Education
Association was very helpful ·and produced excellent results in implementing
the ideas and suggestions of State President J. S. Henry and Executive Secretary Vernon McDaniel in planning for
the state meeting in Austin.
Much praise and commendation
should go to the educators of Austin
and vicinity for their cooperative efforts in making the meeting an outstanding and memorable occasion. Colleagues who provided this leadership
and direction at the local level were:
1. Travis County teachers and principals, Mrs. T. C. Calhoun,
supervisor
2. Texas Blind, Deaf and Orphan
Institute, J. C. McAdams, superintendent and William McConnell, principal
3. Peoples Business College, Mrs. E.
M. Gilbert, president
4. Huston-Tillotson College, Dr. J.
J. Seabrook, president
5. Austin Education Association ,
Malon Allen, president
Mr. Henry expressed his sincere gratitude and appreciation to the above
mentioned leaders for their cooperation.
( See NEA, Page 9 )
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:'resident's Message

Reflections Regarding TSAT Services
in. declaring that the Teachers State
Association of Texas shall be a service
organization. The founding purpose
still persists. Hence, value or membership in the Association must be based
upon the services rendered to members.
When inherent value of services is considered, however, worth of membership
in the organization will vary according
to time, place, and circumstance. Often, the values will be inestimable.

T. V. GLOVER
TSAT President
1960-1961

AREAS OF CONCERN
Importance is a relative term. lt
varies according to time, place, and
circumstance. In regards to TSAT, importance is attached to the deep concern among members of the Association when they are continuously confronted with such terms as integration,
dislocation, security of employment,
and other conditions which describe
disruptions in connection with their
professional activities.
Though instances of inconvenience:;
and disruptions have not been widespread among the members, the situation is sufficiently demanding to give
pecial consideration to welfare activities. There appear to be two significent
observations in this area, namely: mem. ers consider the Association as a service organization, and they recognize
that the imaginary situations of the
present can become blazing realities at
any moment during these tumultous
times. This realization brings into sharp
focus a most significant area of concern: What is the value of membership
in the Association?

VALUE OF MEMBERSHIP
IN THE ASSOCIATION
The founders of the Association deserve compliments for their foresight

JANUARY-FEBRUARY, 1961

Members of the Trustee Board reported on the value of assets which the
Association owns - buildings, office
equipment, savings accounts, and supplies. The most valuable assets, however, were intangibles which could not
be appraised by the usual means. The
unappraised and most valuable asset is
the SPIRIT of persons who compose
the Association. Real property, such as
buildings, equipment, and materials,
becomes insipid and meaningless without the intangible secret ingrediel)t of
·spirit for service.
The magnanimous spirit, which has
been the basis of strength and growth
·of the Association, has remained alive
throughout the years and is still moving. This spirit_ is illustrated in the
number of honor schools, willingness of
members to attend conferences without
compensation, support of elected officers, and acceptance of democratic
processes in the Delegate Assembly.
The faith exemplified in the spirit of
~et'vice must be nurtured and maintained at all costs.

RECOGNITION OF
PRAGMATIC VALUES
Pragmatists are practical. The intangibles are more attractive to them
when they are interpreted in terms of
the visible--what can be touched and
manipulated. Members who are pragmatically inclined value the Association in terms of welfare activities. In
this area, the Association has made
nolewo. thy contributions.
The salary increases which we have
enjoyed, for example, have come largely as a result of the work and influence
·of the Association.
The Field Service Program was initiated as a phase of weHare activity.

The Speaker's Bureau has been help~ .
ful in stimulating local and district
meetings.
A notable impression has been made
by representatives of TSAT in national
meetings.
Strength and faith of our Association may also be observed in_ the willingness of members to face facts unflinchingly. The recent Delegate Assembly meeting illustrates this observation. Without dissent, following a brief
explanation, the largest budget in the
history of the Association was adopted.
A few years ago this action would have
met strong resistance. Now, rather than
being frightened by the realities of a
record-smashing budget, members of
the Association are re-enforced by the
potential services which the budget will
provide.

CRITICS MUST BE HEARD
Justifiable criticisms demand consideration. Ignoring such criticisms can
negate the useful purposes intended.
Any criticism is good if it helps us to
attain reasonable goals.
There are instances when criticisms
come from failure to understand · the .
unique method by which we seek to
accomplish certain objectives. Some
criticisms, however, come from oversimplification, hasty generalization,
narrow concepts, limited experience,
and selfish motives. Members of the
Association must accept the responsibility for broadening the visions, ~aith,
and confidence of these people as well
as deepening their understanding.
Propriety suggests that our observations include the overworked headquarters staff. The recent convention
in Austin is not the only evidence of
expanded services promised members
of the Association ; it is also a testimonial to the ability of the executive
secretary to organize and direct along
"big time" lines. I hasten to compliment him and his entire staff for the
magnificient job in helping President
Henry to stage the most successful convention that the Association has witnessed. The Association certainly would
not like to return to "old times" after
having witnessed the Austin spectacle.
Thanks again, Mac, for a job well
done.
With strength based upon faith, with
confidence based upon performance,
with people who do not fear, with a
staff dedicated to service, we move forward to even greater conquests.

3

DEFINITI ON OF A TEACHER
To me, a teacher is a person with a touch of immortality.
Let me explain what I mean. The desire to teach is a
deep-seated one and permeates the hearts and souls of
thousands upon thousands who have never given conscious
thought to entering the profession. We all teach in one
way or another, and in such activity we find unusual and
almost mysterious satisfaction. The mother and father in
daily contacts with their children are teaching constantly:
teaching the baby to walk, teaching the young fry to swim,
to fish, to read, to sing; teaching habits of living and thinking, sometimes by precept and sometimes by example. Children teach one another at their play, colleagues in business
teach one another in the professional associations, physicians try whenever possible to devote a portion of their
time to teaching medical students, concert artists are drawn
to young people with talent, ministers are engaged in one
of the noblest forms of teaching, and so we rrught go on
and on. Why does this happen? Because we all sense, directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously, that to
leave a vestige of oneself in the development of another is
a touch of immortality. Through this we live far beyond
our span of mortal years. Through this we find new and
more rmpelling reasons for being, for populating this earth.
If you have ever seen the light of understanding shine
in another·s eyes where no light shone before, if you have
ever gmded the unsteady and unpract1c.e d hand and watched 1t suddenly grow hrm and purposeful, if you have ever
watched a young mind begm to soar to new heights and
have sensed that you ar~ part1c1pat1ng in this untolding of
the mteHect, then you have felt w1thm you the sense of
bemg a humble mstrument in the furtherance of mankind.
Just as the doctor feels the heartbeat grow stronger under
his ministrations and is overwhelmed by the goodness and
the pnvtlege vouchsafed to him in the performance of this
service for another, so each person who teaches has an
awareness of this same goodness and privilege. He knows
that he lives in another being, and su,c h knowledge fills
him with ineffable love and gratitude. It counterbalances
all the drudgery, the heartaches and the sacrifices which
are a part of every worthwhile profession. It lifts him so
completely above the world which surrounds him, a world
as it seems to him,

"Where planes outsoar the spirit, flying blind,
Where ships otltsail the dreams that gave them birth,
Where towers dwarf the "pward-reaching mind,
Where wealth is mightier than simple worth ... "
And most of the time, because he fears being called naive
or sentimental, he secretes this feeling deep within himself
and says nothing about it. In fact, he joins in the brittle
sophistication and cynicism of the day and uses them as a
mask. But the feeling persists, all the same.

breeding restlessness and dissatisfaction. But when pursued
unflaggingly, it creates a spiritual uplift which can take us
from the morass to the stars. Think of the story of a
present-day backward and illiterate nation which by the
simple adoption and practice of a slogan, . "Each one
teaches another," has turned illiteracy into knowledge and
has performed a modern miracle of teaching. What
touches of immortality there were here! What devotion to
service and what love of mankind! Listen to the words of
K. Gibran in his book, The Prophet:

rrAnd I say that Zif e is indeed darkness save when
. there is urge,
And all urge is blind save when
there is knowledge,
And all knowledge is vain save when
there is work,
And all work is empty save when
there is love,
And when you work with love you bind yourself to yourself, and to o'!e another, and to God."
Yes, a teacher is a person with a touch of immortality,
and he should be most envied among mert. His profession
should be the most sought after, the most carefully prepared for, the most universally recognized. And believe
me, as America grows in mental and cultural stature, it
will be.

(Excerpt from an address delivered by President Samuel
B. Gould at an Antioch College Assembly, January, 1956)

Compliments of
HENRY HOLT & CO.

703 Browder St., Dallas

BREAK THROUGH
TO NEA MEMBERSHIP

A
MILLION
OR MORE

By '64!

All people, particularly in youth, yearn for a career of
service. This yearning unfulfilled leaves life a compromise
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SEVENTY-SIXTH
TSAT CONVENTION IN AUSTIN
SEVENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL convention of
T HE
TSAT was highlighted with prominent speakers,
workshops, and a college musical which were profitable
and entertaining to the delegates who attended the three
day session, November 24-26, at Austin.
The entire program for the convention was developed
around the theme, "Pursuit of Excellence in Education."
Convention speakers and group consultants made special
contributions to this theme.

CONVENTION SPEAKERS
For the first general assembly, Dr. Leon A. Morgan
spoke on the subject: "Quality in Education." He sugaested to teachers that they should concern themselves
with "four p's - purpose, pupil, preparation, performance." Dr. Morgan stated: "We must remove barriers which prevent the progress of a Negro child as well as
that of any other child."
On Thursday evening, November 25, the key speaker
was Dr. Corma A. Mowrey, Associate Director Lay Relations of National Education Association. She stressed the
fact that these are days of utmost importance.
One of the highlights of the annual banquet was the
address given by Dr. J. H. Adams, president of Paul
Quinn College, Waco. He emphasized the importance of
excellence on the part of the teacher and pointed out that
any system of formal education is built upon two assumptions: "First, that man is capable of moral and intellectual
excellence; and second, that there are those who can
most effectively educate into this excellence. Thus - any
contract to teach is at once a contract to pursue excellence.
Our task here then becomes but to re-affirm our goal,
check our present progress, and re-evaluate the methods
we employ for most effectual pursuit."

EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS
The educational exhibits were numerous displays from
colleges, organizations, and commercial firms. The exhibits
included materials that teachers found profitable to view
and select for classroom use.
Some of the public schools of Austin had displays at the
schools. These displays gave the teachers an opportunity to
see some classroom activities and special projects of teachers and students.
The annual musical presented by the several colleges in
the state was a cultural entertainment that was enjoyed
by the delegates. The participating colleges displayed unusual talent that was a credit to each institution.
Awards for distinguished service were presented to A. M.
Story, retired principal of A. M. Story High School, Palestine; to M. J. Anderson, Deputy Grand Master, St. Joseph Grand Lodge, Ancient Free and Accepted Masons of
Texas; and to 'Dr. J. M. Nellum, Texas College, Tyler,
6

for his literary contribution to the Diamond Jubilee of
TSAT and Mrs. Hazel H. Peace for writing and directing
the Panorama Pageant.

Dr. Corma A. Mowrey, Associate Director Lay Relations
of National Education Association, said:
The success of democracy rests on wise citizen participation in public affairs and on respect for the individual,
wherever his talents lie. The preservation of democracy,
the building of a lasting peace, and the guarantee of respect for the dignity of each human being, all demand an
education of such scope and diversity as to enable every
American child to rise to his own best potential. Citizens
and teachers must join in an effort to meet this challenge.
... Our commitment to education requires a community
in which there is public recognition of the importan·c e of
the school and its work .... A good physical environment
is essential to learning. The ideal requires that care and
wisdom must be exerted in planning, constructing and
maintaining the school buildings and equipment.
. . . Our commitment to education requires effective organization and administration ; it requires a good school
board composed of honest, intelligent citizens who are
wholly devoted to improving the performance of the
schools - non-partisan, broadly representative.
. . . Our commitment to education in America means
that schools are a responsibility of all citizens, not just of
teachers or school administrators alone. Education is a
partnership. Educatio~ is an investment in human beings
and as an investment it pays rich dividends.
. .. Our commitment to education means that we shall
not abandon traditional purposes. The school's responsibility for transmitting the social heritage, for developing
strong national loyalties, for teaching democracy, for building in children and youth the skills, attitudes, and capabilities for effective and satisfying living will continue.
(See DR. MOWREY, Page 8 )

CONVENTION Pl·CTURES

t

I. A meeting of the section to determine policies and procedures of the Interscholastic League. 0. J. Thomas is serving
as chairman.
2. A meeting of the Social Studies Section, Henry Willams, chairman.
3. President J. S. Henry presented a plaque to Dr. J. N.
Nellum whose dissertation on the history of the Teachers State
Association of Texas was the basis for the Panorama pageant
which was presented in Fort Worth, 1959. Mrs. H. H. Peace
wrote the pageant.
· 4. Scott Johnson, second vice-president.
5. Another sectional meeting.
6. T. V. Glover, president; Mrs. C. E. Jeter, candidate for
first vice-president this year, and President Henry.
7. Dr. Corma Mowrey addressed the Convention in its
genera I session.
8. The Department of Classroom Teachers met with Miss
Katie Stewart of Tyler presiding.

TEXAS ST AND ARD

AN EDUCATIONAL EXHIBIT

Dr. Mowrey Said (Continued from Page 6)
... Our commitment to education m w.t
recognize and meet the challenge cf
change. It must continue to use science
to serve human values. Education mu. t
be regarded as something worthy of
sacrifice. If ever our country needed
the best possible schools, it needs them
now. Through the home, church, community and schools, we must provid,~
experiences and activities that will develop the child--our greatest resource
- into the kind of person that will
function with the forces that uplift
mankind rather than destroy.
This is our commitment to education ; this must continue to be our commitment.

Convention Photos

by
Visual Aids were used by colleges and firms to demonstrate materials and show campus activities.
Convention delegates here are seeing a demonstration of equipment.

Davis Studio
I 112 Taylor St.
Waco, Texas

THE SOCIAL SIDE OF THE CONVENTION IN AUSTIN

Dr. W . R. Banks, right, President emeritus of
Prairie View A & M College and a past president of TSAT, came up for the Friday sessions.
He is photograph~d with H. K. Hicks of Waco.

8

Mrs. E. A. (Tim) Arnold, center, attended sessions and greeted old friends at the Austin meeting .
She teaches at Moore High School, Waco.
.
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(Continued from Page 2)
Mrs. Lucille Crawford served as
"neral chairman of the Hospitality
,1d Entertainment Committee, with
< ">- chairmen
Mesdames Lillie Belle
Hines, Louise Woodward, .Eunice Eask ,, Claudia Allen, Frankie Brown
ai;d W . C. Akins. Other members of
the committee were: Secretary, Mrs.
Vivian Winston, Mesdames Eddie
Langdon, Emma Harrison, Doris Willheight, Rose Dean, Otis Hargiss, ' Bernice Hammond, Della Phillips, Ophelia
K incheon , Bobbie Ewing, Hazel
Adams, Tomasine Adams, Fannie R.
Houston, Ethel Hazley, Nancy Jones,
Homoselle Davis, Thena Mae Campbell, Lillie Williams, and Denver Wydermyer; T. T. Davis, H. L. Gaines,
.J. D. Williams, Elroy Williams, and
Archile Petitt.
This committee was dedicated to the
task of making guests comfortable and
happy by
1. providing a most elaborate reception with delicious food, organ music and other entertainment

2. furnishing social calendars scheduling various events so as not to
interfere with business sessions
3. providing for the beautification
of the auditorium and building
4. working with kit committee in
furnishing souvenirs, invitations
and calendars
5. decorating tables and serving as
hostesses for the Annual Banquet
and
6. serving coffee and other courtesy
items at Delegate Assembly and
luncheons.
Other committees making outstanding contributions were:
Housing- Mrs. James Etta Kirven,
chairr.1::.:1
Public Relations - Mrs. Thelma
Timmons and Mrs. A. M. Craig,
co-chairmen
Ushers- Mrs. Mattie R. Bell, chairman
Transportation - Granvel Ewing,
chairman
Kits-Roscoe Brown, chairman
Information- Mrs. A . M. Langdon,
chairman
Coordinating-Mrs. T. C. Calhoun
and F. R. Rice, co-chairmen
Souvenir Bulletin - Mrs. Geneva
Conally

These committees could not have functioned effectively without the fine co- ·
operation of a host of committee members who are too numerous to name.
Let us all remember that in the conduct and execution of our duties in a
local association, "Success comes m
cans. Failure comes in can'ts."

A NEW ENGLISH TEXT
English the Easy Way by Schachter
is a new type of English workbook. It
pre:ents the fundamentals of grammar,
punctuation, spelling, and word study
in very short reading assignments.
Each reading assignment is followed by
a short tryout exercise to see if the
student understands what he has read.
The tryout exercise is then followed by
application exercises that give the student desirable repetitive practice in applying the fundamentals he has just
studied. The book was developed by
the author on the basis of years of
classroom experience and it is adaptable for use in any high school class in
English.
Write South-Western Publishing Co.,
501 Elm St., Dallas, for descriptive folders and price lists.
/

ing .

.,
Persons in attendance at the first annual meeting of the TSAT Department of Classroom Teachers in Tyler, Oct. 22 , 1960. Miss Katie Stewart, pre-sident,
conducted a successful, fruitful meeting.
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1960-61 ANNUAL BUDGET
TEACHERS STATE ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS

.IT IS
TIME
TO
MAKE ADECISION
Do you sell to the schools
and school teachers in
Texas?

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
I.

Your best, in fact the only,
medium in Te,cas which
reaches a big majority of
the Negro principals, supervisors and classroom teachers in this state is this
publication. TEXAS STANDARD magazine is published
every other month during
the school year (five issues)
with a guaranteed circulation of I 0,000.
To reach this new and vital
market, you should use
TEXAS STANDARD as your
advertising medium. Yes, it
is time for you to .decide to
advertise in the TEXAS
STANDARD if you want to
increase your sales.

TEXAS STANDARD
10

1960-61

1959-6(

$30,300.00

$28,380.( 4

1,517 .93

1,517.93

A. President's Office - - - - - -·--·--·--··-·- - - · $ 1,800 .00
1. President (800)
2. President-Elect ·(1,000 )
B. Travel and Per Diem - - - - - - --·····-····-·······-· 5,000.00
1. Executive Committee (2,500 )
2. Executive Secretary (1,000)
3. Field Representative (1,000 )
4. Special Committee (500)
C. Office Operations - -- - ··-··--·-·· ........ _ _ _ _ _ 5,000.00
1. Mailing
2. Long Distance Calls & Telegr:uns
3. Equipment
4. Part-time clerical help
5. Election of officers
6. Stationery and supplies
7. Contingencies
D. Salaries _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ - - - - · ····-·· 18,500.00
1. Executive Secretary-Treasurer (9,400)
2. Administrative Assistant
3. Field Representative (6,100 )
4. Clerk-Typist {3,000)
II.

MAINTENANCE --········· _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __
A. Utilities: water, gas electricity, telephone
B. Insurance: building and equipment
C. Repairs and Services
1. Janitorial work
2. Maintenance of lawn
3. Supplies and equipment

Do you sell to the Negro
school teachers?
As a group, the Negro
teachers are a new, strong
market for you if you sell a
product or service that they
and their schools use or
need. It is time for you to
make a decision now - if
you want to reach this influential group. (Tum to pages
20 and 21 for additional information.)

ADMINISTRATION - - - - - - - - - -········-·-····-·-·

III.

PROMOTION AND AFFILIATIONS -·•············--······ .. ............... .
A. Workshops and Conferences (2,000 )
B. N:ltional and Regional Meetings (2,000 )
C. Affiliations Fees and Contributions (500)
D. Teachers Welfare Fund (9,500 )
E. Research Projects ( 1,000)
F. Membership Promotion (500 )
G. Publications (10,000 )
1. Texas St andard
2. Newsletters and Special Report::;

25,500.00

22,350.00

IV.

ANNUAL CONVENTION ···-·· ···············-···· .. ··············· .. ···· ··• ....
A. Speakers and Consultants
B. Supplies: Programs, badges, and credentials
C. Rentals : Assembly all Exhibit Space
D. Departmental Expenses
E. Clerical Workers and Laborers

3,381.00

3, 100 00

V.

TAXES, INSURANCE AND BONDS ···---···· ·····--····•·········· ...... .
A. Social Security (500)
B . Inventory and property tax: City of Austin
C'. Insurance: liability and bonds

666 .00

480.50

VI.

INVESTMENTS AND RESERVES ········-··-······-·-···· ......... ·--· ... .
A . Savings Accounts
B. Reserve for operations and Maintenance

2,200.00

5,300 00

VII.

CONTINGENCIES
A. Note: American National Bank (13,000 )
B. Emergencies: maintenance, travel, operation (1,050)
TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES ....... .

14,050.00

1,050 0 }

$77,614.93

$62, 178 .47

ESTIMATED INCOME
I.

II.

Ill.

MEMBERSHIPS - - - - - - - - - - · · · · · · - ····•-·- -·····--··
A. Active: $7 - - - - - - - - - - · · ···-·--············--· $66,5 00.00
B. Associate or Honorary: $7 - - - -- · - - - - - - · · ·
70.00
C. Future Teachers of America: 25c --·-·-··--···. ....... ..........
51..!5
D. Student National Educational Association: $1 ··-·-···· ....
400.00
E. Institutional: $2 .50 - - - - · - - - - - - 500.00
F. Life: $75 --·-· - - - - - - - - - - - -

$67,521.25

TEXAS STANDARD
A. Advertising and Subscriptions
B. NEA Contributions

1,400.00

625.00

SPECIAL CONTRIBUTIONS

3,200.00

3,100.00

2,2C0.00

3,300.00

r;oo.oo

550.00

2,693.68

6,283 .47

$77,614.93

$62,178.47

A. NEA : Field Service Program
B. ATA: Membership Promotion
IV.

PROMOTIONS · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- A. Convention Exhibits
B. Banquet

V.

AFFILIATION FEES
A . District Association : $25
B. Local Associations: $5
C'. FTA and SNEA Chapters: $1

VI .

OTHER SOURCES OF INCOME ·--------··---A. Balance Brought Forward
B. Interest: Saving Accounts
C. Executive Secretary: Balance of Travel Account
TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME ····-···-···-···········

TEXAS ST AN OARD

REPORT OF EXAMINATION
TEACHERS ST ATE ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS
AUSTIN, TEXAS

August 31, 1960

By
Howard T. Cox & Company
Certified Public Accountants
Austin, Texas
October 7, 1960
TRACE OF CASH -

COM!BINED FUNDS

TEACHERS STATE ASSOCIATION OF TEXAS
Austin, Texas
For the Fiscal Year Ended August 31, 1960
$25,081.91

BALANCE-September 1, 1959 ----· --·--·-------·

RECE11:TS
REVENUE
Availao1e Fund ------·-----------·---··-· ···---·-·-· $6~,104.91
619 .67
Welfare Fund
4.48
Permanent Fund ---------···---·--·----· ·-··· -·----··. ·--·
269 .85
Emergency Fund ----· - ·----···- ---·-·- - ·········-- ....
TRANSFERS
To Available Fund
·----···-·- _ - ·· __ .
NOTES - AVAILABLE FUND
American Nation~! Bank ·-----·--·---·····. .. $ 8,500 .00
Austin Savings & Loan --·-·-···-·--·-·
4,500.00
TOTAL CASH
TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR

.00

00

DISBURSEMENTS
OPERATIONS
Av:~ilab1e Fund ·------·------· ·--····-···•··-•·· .
TRANSFERS
From Welfare Fund to Available Funrl
NOTE PAYMENTS
For Available Fund Note ---·-···-·-----· ..
BALANCE - August 31, 1960 ·····-······ ..... .
LODGED AS FOLLOWS
AVAILABLE FUND
Petty Cash ·-·----·--·· ·---···--··· ....... -·
American National Bank- O'verdraft
WELFARE FUND
City National Banks ··-··--·············--··------ .. .
Austin Savings & Loan ----·-··--·-·--··
Mutual Savings Institution ··--····-· --··· ·
PERMANENT FUND
American National Bank Savings ....
EMERGENCY FUND
American National BanK --·-·- ···---- ·· ..

$66,998.91
337.00
13,000.0 0

$71 ,293.01
337.00
8,500 .00

4.09
90.90· 8

$
$

50.09
7,978 .76
7,979.79

.47

5.00

.00

.00

3.47

16,0 08 64
183.46

0

RECEIPTS
MEMBERSHIP DUES
Teachers State i\ssociation of Texas .... .. .
National Education Association ---------·----·· ..
American Teachers Association ·-- .
Students National Education Association
Future Teachers of America ·--·----··- ··-· . ..
Affiliation Dues & Other Fees --· ------··· ....
TEXAS STANDARD
Advertising '------·--···-· ---·- -·-·-----···---······ -··-Subscriptions - --·---·---·-------- - -- CONVENTION
Exhibit Booths -------··--------·--.. ··-- ···- ···--·-~ouve.,..ir p,. ·"'r<im Ads ·-·-·
Panorama Tickets --···-.. ·---····----··-·--·- -·-····· ....
Banquet Tickets ·-···--··-·----··----··--.. . ·-·---·-······OTHER
N. E. A. Share of Field Service Expense
N. E. A. Contribution to Texas Standard
Scholarship . ····--·---··-·---- ----·- ·-·-·--·-·-·---··-··--- ·-····
Refunds ___ -··--··---·-------·----- ·- ·-·-··--···- -··---·-·---·Patrons List ········-·· ·-·- ·- ···-·-·-----··--···-··------·.
European Tours ----···-·-··· ····-·····-·--·-··-··-··-···--·
Los Angeles Tours .
···---········-·Returned Checks Redeposited ...
·- Transfer of Funds- From Welfare Fund
NOTES
American National B,rnk -·-·--····-··---·-···--·
Austin Savings & Loan
.. ····-·-·-··- -··-· ..
TOTAL RECEIPTS ·--- - ····-·-·-····· ...
TOTAL CASH
TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR ... ---··· ...

$

ADMINISTRATIVE
President s Office -------------·---.. ·-·- $ 921.6 l
Executive Committee -·-·--·· _ ..... -···-··--·-· .. 2,316.77
872_24
Executive Secretary-Treasurer ------·--· ·-· .
Field Representative -·---------··---··-·-·--------·-·····. 1,414 .62
572.68
··~-o~~ittee --·-- -·····--··-···--.. ·-·-------··-·
1,310_13
412.67
Telephone .....
... .. ... ---·---. --· · ·-----·-·----·
T on~-distance Telephone _ _ _ __
699.58
387.39
Equipment
- -··- ----··--- . ···--··------·--·- 1,766.29
:i:;~~:eoier~~\c!:;P :::::::·_:·_ ~.:::~·._::::...
21.9.30
Stationery & Supplies
....
.
2,659.35
216 .87
Interest on Note-American Nat 1 Bank
E,cec'utive Secretary-Treas. Salary - · .
8,885.00
Field Representative Salary --····--··- --····· . 5,500.00
Clericnl Assistant Salary
.
-- ···-·-·· 4,008.00
TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE

$53,121.25

315.40
12.00

327.4 0

$ 1,437.50
1, 1 ,,, .00
951.00
1,586.00

5,138.50

$

$ 2,400 .00

200 .00
100.00
847.26
47.00
3,190.00
95.00
638.50
337.00
$ 8,500.00
4,500 .00

7,854.76
13,roo.oo
$79,441.91
$79,706.20

~:m~;g
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264 .2:l

$46,833 .50
5,100 .00
354.00
325 .00
17.25
491.50

DISBURSEMENTS

0.00

8G 81•

9,132 .52
$25,237 .81

BALANCE- September 1, 1960 ··-··---·--·---· .

OJ

80,l -> O 01
$~5.237.8 1

TRACE OF CASH - AVAILABLE FUND
For the, Fiscal Year Ended August 31 , 1960

).50

00

80,335.91
$105,367.82

MAINTENANCE
Utilities - - -- ··- -····-······-·····-··--·••---·•· $ 336 .09
206.98
Insurance ····---..-··--··----··- - -······-··-· ...... .
368.00
Lawn Maintenance - - - - · · · -·•···-····-····
Janitorial Services
485.00
Supplies ·-- _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -----·-·-··
313.27
$ 1,709 .34
TOTAL MAINTENANCE ·- -·-·---··
PROMOTION AND AFFILIATIONS
Workshop & Conference ·------········ ......... $ 1,292.64
National Representation --·-- ·----·---·-···· 2,191.77
323 50
Fees and Contracts - -··-····--··· ........ ·---··--·-10.00
Research Activities ··-····-···---··· - ··-.. ··--· ....
11,319.09
Texas Standard
·----·---·•--··--···
Membership Collections
__
380.21
TOTAL PROMOTION AND
15,517.21
AFFILIATION ----·---·-•·---·--· ··
ANNUAL CONVENTION
<:!oeakers & Consultants ........_._
$ 948.91
Badges. Credentials & Programs
362 .76
Clerks & Snecial Workers
499 .32
Rentals-Assembly Hall & Exhibits
2,775.40
Equipment & Supplies
.
238.50
Promotion & Publicity- Panorama
4,lli5 00
409.89
Tyning & Mimeographing ---··· ·····--·
500.00
Publications .
.. .. ...............·---···· .. .
10,439 .72
539 .94
Departmental Expenses ----··-.. •·--·· .... .
TAXES, INSURANCE & BONDS
Rocial Security ·-·····-···--··----···--········· ...... . $ 152.21
Cit.y Truces
339 81
Liability Insurance
592.02
100.00
CONTINGENCIES
Auditing & Bookkeeping
... $
802 .00
Maintenance Emergencies
10.00
812 .00
INVESTMENTS & RESERVES
F.uronean Tours
·----·- ····--···---·· ·-- . . $ 3,190 .00
200.00
European Tours Refunds ..- ------· ..... .
95.00
Los Angeles Tours
--···-·-···· ........
Reoavment of 1!158-1959 Loan
8,500.00
11,985.00
Americ"n National R"nk - ··-··•··'T'OT AT . RUTICTETED
$73,217 .79
DISRURREMENTS --···-· . __ .
NON-BUDGETED DISBURSEMENTS & RECFIPTS
Checks Returned by Bank
··-·.. ·---··· ... $ 1,072 .00
Du s Tr»nsmittals & Refunds ······--·
8,852.70
Withholding & Sor.ial Security
T"xes Included in Salaries Above
2,790.04Wit.hholding & Social Security
Ta,res Due
..
..
-·-·- · .
559.440ld Outst.s1ndin11: Ch~ks Writen 0fft
28!U36,290.09
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS
$7!1, 507 88
BALANCE-August 31. 1960
~
198 .32
LODGED AS FOLLOWS
Petty Cash
......
... ....... _
$
4.0!l
JO,!. 23
On Deposit- American National Bank
$
198. 32
TRACE OF CASH - WF.LF ARE FUND
For the Fiscal Year Ended August 31, 1960
BALANCE-September 1, 1959
$ 1 5,725.97
RECEIPTS
Interest-Austin Savings & Loan
S 309 8?.
Interest- Mutu»l R»vings Institution
309 4
619 .67
TOTAL CARH
TO BE ACCOTTNTED FOR
$16,345 .64
DISBURSEMENTS
:137 .00
Transfer of Fundi:-To Available Fund
BAL A 1'TCE-Au1rnst 1. 1960
....... . ...... -··
$16,008.6 4
LODGED AS FOLLOWS
!iO.'\Q
City National Banks -····· ... ...
$
7 _07 ~ 7 ~
Austin Savings & Loan Association
7_!l7Q 7"
Mutual Savings Institution -···· •········· ..
$16,008 64
TRACE OF CASH - PF.RM~ NF.NT FUND
For the Fiscal Year Ended August 31, 1960
BALANCE-September 1, 191i9
$ 178.98
RECEIPTS
4. 48
fnterest-American National Bank --····•- .
TOTAL CASH
nT~BTTR.S'EMF,NTS
183 .4'1
$
ro BE ACCOUNTED FOR ·· ···· ··---·
N one
0
BALANCE- Am ric<> n National Bar kAugust 31, 1960. ~'"'ino-s
183 d.6
$
TRACE OF CASH - EMF.RGENCY FUND
For the Fiscal Year Ended August 31, 1960
BALANCE- September 1, 1959
$ 8,862.67
RECEIPTS
269. 5
Interest- American National Bank ······-·
TOTAL CASH
TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR .
9,
132
.52
$
DISBURSEMENTS
0
None
-·-·-·----·----·- ··- - ----· _ _ __
BALANCE-American National BankAu~ust 31, 1960 -·····--·--- _ __ _
$ 9,132. 52
0

$32,162.50
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New Trends in Teaching
,-,
l.1

We as teachers may be tempted to
ask why this is necessary. Why cannot
a teacher simply learn the rudiments
of the subject, master them thoroughly
and then stop?
There are two answers to this. First,
one cannot understand even the rudiments of a sub_1ect without knowing its
higher levels. D aily the grossest and
By W. A. WELLS
m ost painful blunders are made not
Chairman
only by teachers, but by journalists,
Professional A dvancement Committee
radio commentators and others who
W a:;hington Technical High School
hav~ the public ear because they conDallas
fidently sta te a half-t ruth, which they
have read in an a rticle, or because they
expound as truth a conjecture once
I F O E HAD a large library com- uttered by an authority they admired.
posed of books written by many clif- T hey fall into explanations suggested
f erent authors in many differen t subto them by a colleague, or thrown up
jects and published over a period of by their own imagination, which are
years it ,.., ould be an extremely diffi- nevertheless totally wrong, and which
cult task to arrange them on the with an extended knowledge of the
shelves in such a way that they would subject would have been corrected.
form a consistent sequence in all reThe second answer is that the human
spects. This is the situation which we
mind
is infinitely capacious. We know
face as mere classroom teachers, com·the
m
inim um diet which will keep a
ing from the ranks of those who are
child
alive.
The average high school
bette qualified for the mammoth task
junior
can
calculate
the caloric needs
of doing justice to the subject.
If we are to consider new trends in of a person on the basis of age, sex,
teaching methods, it seems logical that activity, and physical condition. Likewe should first consider the qualit ies of wise we know the miximum quantity
the person who is to employ these of food he can absorb. But no one
methods.
knows, no one can even guess, how
F irst and most necessary of all :°uch knowledge ~ c~ild will :vant and
essentials of a teacher is knowledge 0 f v 1f presen ted to ~ 1m _m the n ght way,
subject matter. He must know what he ~o':' much he will digest. The~efore 1t
teaches. If my job is teaching chem- is slillply us_e less to te~ch a ~hild even
istry, then I must know chemistry. I t ~he elemen ts of a subJect, :v1thout. beis not enouo-h for me as a chemistry mg p repared to answer his que~t1ons
teacher to know just the amoun t of about the uppe_r ranges and mner
chemistry which is taught in high dep th of the subJect.
chools and required for fi n al examinaOther essentials of a good teacher
tion . I must really understand the are :
science of chemistry. The upper regions
• He must like his sub_iect.
of the science must be clear to me in
• He must like the pupils.
order that I may be able to inspire
• He must know his pupils.
and encourao-e the boy or girl who
• He must have exceptionally wide
shows a special aptitude for chemistry.
and lively intellectual interests.
Teaching is inseparable from learn• He must possess a sense of humor.
ino-. Every good teacher should st rive
• He must possess a good memory.
to learn more about his subject every
• He must possess a great will powyear, every month, every week, and
er - be a determined person.
every day.
• He must be kind.

12

Now that we have discussed briefly
the character oh a good teacher now let
us consider hi~ ethods. Teaching has
three stages, namelv preperation, communication, and fixing the impression.
The methods employed by teachers in
each of these stages may vary. We shall
attempt to relate what the authorities,
on the subiect ''the teacher's methods."
think are the better p1ans in each
stage.
Teacher preparation is usually done
well on a small scale, but not too well
on a large scale. A teacher is apt to
prepare his work for the next day,
next week, or next month, and neg1P. " t tr e inh 0f pl;:mn;n p;- the whole 0 f
his work for the rest of the year. W e
as teachers often know exactly what
ground we shall cover as far ahead as
from Monday to Friday, but vaguelv
understand how that part of the work
will fit into the rest of the work for the
school year.
One of the chief aids to learning- i<;
the sense of purpose. One of its chief
rewards is the sense of achievement.
One of its chief aims is to develop the
structural faculty, which in intellectual
matters shows itself as foresight and
co-ordination. The teacher should have
all these in mind as he prepares his
work.
The best way to do this is to plan
all the work which the class will do.
explain the plan to them, make sure
that they keep it in mind, and after the
work has been completed to look back
over it and sum it up.
Each class should therefore be given,
before it starts work, a summary of the
ground it will cover. It is the structure
of the whole course that matters most
and not the day by day prepara tions.
After the teacher has prepa red his
subject, he has to communicate his
knowledge of it to his pupils. If he fails
in this, he has failed as a teacher.
There are three main methods of
-commun:cating knov/edge from teacher to pupil:
The first is lectu ring, the essence of
which is a steady flow of information
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oing from teacher to pupil. The teachr talks more or less continuously to
1
1e class. The class listens, takes notes
i facts worth remembering to think
·er later.
The second method was invented by
- crates and can be called the tutorial
1. 1ethod.
Here the teacher does not
t. tl k. He asks questions and the pupil
t,1lks. The questions are so arranged
as to make the pupil conscious of his
lack of knowledge, and to guide him to
a deeper truth, which he will· hold
more firmly because it has not been
presented to him ready-made, but
drawn out of his own mind by the
joint efforts of his teacher and himself.
In the third method, the pupils
learn a prescribed lesson as preliminary
work. The lesson is then explained to
them more fully and clearly by the
teacher, who examines the pupils to
make sure that they have assimilated
it fully.
Of these three general methods of
communication, we may naturally ask
which is the best. The answer is: None.
They are equally good for different
purposes, and good education exposes
the pupil to them all. Each of them has
its difficulties and its defects; each of
them contains unique advantages. A
teacher who uses only one method is
in danger of developing only one group
of skills in his pupils and only part of
his powers as an educator.
The teacher has not finished his
work when he has communicated
knowledge to his pupils. Their minds
are like wax; they need to be molded
and hardened-fixing the impression.
Often pupils' minds do not take the
first impression; if they do, they soon
lose it. Often they take wrong impressions and distort the right ones. If we
as teachers leave the minds of our pupils inadequately informed, we have
done a poor job. We are like the doctor
who sees his patient past the crisis,
makes sure that his temperature is
down to normal, and then stops calling
instead of giving advice about convalescence, prescribing a tonic, watching
carefully for dangerous sequels and a
possible relapse.
There are three methods of fixing
the impression. The first is probably
the most important.I It is review.
One of the sharpest worries of the
conscientious teacher is his own inadequacy. He wonders whether he has
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made vital points clear. Did his pupils
really understand? Should he have
given more time to a certain part of
the assignment? These worries can be
removed, or at least mitigated, by reviewing the ground covered, filling in
the gaps, and re-emphasizing the important points.
Secondly, as the class reviews its
journey, it will have a fine opportunity
J O ask questions, and we as teachers
may prompt additional questions and
answer them. We can never afford to
underestimate the power of a well-put
question to illuminate the darkness and
fix the right impression in the minds
of our pupils.
After retracing the ground covered
so as to make all the students feel a t
home in it, and after calling for their
questions to be answered as clearly as
possible, a good teacher will take one
more step to round off his wor k. This
is done by describing outstanding problems which are still to be solved.
This often acts as a challenge to
good pupils, and sometimes to a certain number of intelligent but lazy students who have failed to find in routine
class-work the scope they need for their
restless energies and high spirits.
Now with this background of methods that have been tried and proven
by the good teachers in the past, and
are still being practiced by the good
· teachers at the present, we can get
some insight of the " New Trends in
Teaching in an Advanced World."
It is perhaps 1.nevitable that from an
intensive and thoughtful investigation
of "what is" will come a prediction of
what "will be" and ultimately a connection about "what ought to be."
Convictions about teaching are based
upon values held and assumptions
about the achievement of these values,
which in our case have to do with life
in a democracy, the kind of people a
democracy requires, and the kind of
experiences necessary to nurture such
a people. These values and assumptions
will, of course, become evident as we
contrast the method of teaching today
with the envisioned method of teaching
in the future.
In spite of the current worry about
" poor discipline" in our schools, in
spite of recent charges about the excesses of so-called "Progressive Education" and its effects upon achievement in school and juvenile delinquency, in spite of the many good reasons
for believing in the importance of pupil planning, pupil purpose, and the

crucial importance of helping each pupil in a search for his own meanings .
teachino- today has much teacher control.
The major prediction about teaching
in an advanced world is that the meth ods will be far less directive and controlling, but will be more .responsive.
This means that teachers will pay very
ca reful atten tion to the data col:Iling
from the child or group . . O ut of the
p upil behaviors will come hio-hly killed
profess ional teacher respon e. Thi
responsive teachers' behavior will help
the learner automatically lo take his
next step, both in building h is intellect
and in furthe rino- his socialization . nder th is kind of teaching in the future
we believe that more 'conten t" will be
learned· the con tent will be learned
with greater relatedne s: pupil will be
more creative.
I t seem safe ..o p redict that the
teache:· will always be expected to exercise status power over the pupils. It i
quite likely that the teacher will and
should con tinue to stand as an authority for society.
The school mu t have control bu t if
learnino- is to proceed most efficiently
then this status power of the teacher
m ust be operationally ameliorated for
much of the chool time. T his is likely
a safe ass~rtion because a democracy
seems to need as citizens those who
have healthy self concepts, healthy
fee lino-s about others persona l involvements in and commitment to that
which needs to be done. I t seems safe
for us to assume that these goals cannot be as fu lly m et under rigid authoritarian conditions as under conditions
where th e learner has many opportunities fo r making choices and for becom ing aware of the results of the choices
which he has m ade.
Schools of the future will still have
teachers. T devision will be used to give
information under proper conditions,
but teaching will be seen as interaction.
Teachers will be working directly with
pupils and the size of the groups will
be determined by the neeffs for succe.ssful interaction. The teacher will be
so carefully trained that the countless
educational decisions ,~hich are made
as teachers interact with pupils will be
conscious professional decisions. The
teacher's behavior in this interaction
will be far more responsive and probably far more effective than is the
typical teaching- situation of today.
(See

EW T RE TD S, Page 24 )
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High School Journ~lism and Community Relations
BY ROBERT C. GILES
Department of Journalism
Bhtckshear High School
Odessa

THE PRESS. • • •

NEW ROLE IN PUBLIC SERVICE
The author at work at his typewritter.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first of
series of four articles. This series is
based on experience from teaching
;ournalism in a public high school and
supervising student publications. Additional material was obtained from
conferences with /. Roy Moses, Jr., Director of / ournalism, Bureau of Public
School Service, University of Texas.)
i

ANY

CONCEPT THAT the public
service role of the high school press begins and ends with the front page expose of who is. the new beauty queen,
a gossip column on students amics, and
the usual trite data on club meetings,
is entirely too narrow, stilted, and uncreative. Today our high school newspapers have the stagge1ing task of trying to close the widening gap of misunderstanding - the objectives of the
secondary school curriculum-between
the students in the school and the community. This is the great challenge
facing the high school journalist of today and tomorrow, and it is almost
impossible to exaggerate the need to
communicate better- and the difficulty of doing so.
There is, for example, the difficulty
of convincing some parents that a revision of the curriculum is an educational endeavor to benefit the student (s) . Discussing a similar problem
a few years ago, the superintendent of
schools, San Francisco, Calif., Dr. Curtis D. Warren, pointed out:
"I am convinced that there is no
activity in the high school curriculum
from which a student can profit more
than from a study of journalism and
the accompanying work on student
publications.
" I credit the .journalism courses as
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holding one of the most important
places in the high school curriculum
where the young man or woman can
train himself to work with others, to
learn initiative, and self-resourcefulness,. and to develop leadership. These
latter are the true goals of education,
and these are the qualities which journalism, properly taught, develops."
The American high school is a
unique institution of democracy. We
are the first nation in the world to say
that all the children of all our people
may have a secondary education at
public expense. The growth of only 11
per cent of the nation's youth of high
school age enrolled in public high
schools and academies in 1900 as compared to more than 8,000,000 in 1960
is astounding.
In the intervening years our high
schools have been trying to cope with
unsolved problems inherited from the
past, and in turn will inevitably affect
the factors of future growth and
change. To name a few, " What should
secondary education be?," "How can
our high schools best deal with the fact
that all teen-agers, far from being the
same, differ individually, and come
from differing social, ethnic, and economic backgrounds?" "How can the
high school curriculum better meet the
needs of all our citizens for certain
common learnings?" "What form of
organization should secondary education have?," and "What are the responsibilities of the school to the community?"
The school community is an integral
part of the larger community as is so
explicitly stated in Modern Methods
in Secondary Education by John D .
Grambs, William J. Iverson, and
Franklin K. Patterson and "it is expected that a good community will

produce a good school, but it is also
true that a good school c~n. help produce a good community. -;'.:[J!e process
of education in our democi:atic order
should be two-ways. On one hand the
community channels to the school its
needs, problems, value systems, traditions; and on the other hand, the school
sends out into the community new
ideas; tested skills, trained ~dership
to aid in the solution of ·1D<fa:1 problems."
·
If this hope is to be realized, high
school newspapers have a far greater
responsibility than to "play-up" sweethearts, football heroes, and the doings
of the Coke set.
The newspaper must perform a public service of an even more difficult
order. It must improve greatly its information and guidance on the policies,
objectives, curriculum, and extra activities of the school. It must inform the
public about information itself-what
is the role of news media in the high
school curriculum; and how the journalism program attempts to stimulate
students' interest in writing and help
them to develop the ability to read the
newspaper intelligently.
Many school administrators, faculties, students, and communities fail to
recognize the full potentialities of a
high school newspaper or see possibilities of how their positions might be
made easier through the paper.
This lack of understanding is not a
condemnation, but recognition of a big
and very real problem in our present
day society. People tend to be suspicious about any area of activity with
which they are not familiar. For example, how many times have we wondered why car prices are so high? We
have also wondered how much profit
merchants make on each item.

TEXAS ST AN OARD

Industry has been awakening to the
!ed for informing the public of all
, .1ases of activity, costs, profits, ex~nditures, investments, etc. By mak; g the public aware of sound emI oyees relationship programs, good
1rnmunity relations, sound products,
;:, .1d being of service, many industries
lu ve increased their revenue by staggering amounts.
A typical example can be found in
the public relations program in the
Humble Oil and Refining Company,
Houston. It is one of the state's largest
industries and its public relations program reveals · several principles that
· may well be adapted to high school
journalism. Walter Beach, a graduate
· of the University of Texas School of
Journalism, in 1938 was the only person engaged in any sort of public relations function. Today he directs the
work of more than 20 other people engaged in various phases of dealing with
the public out of the Humble Houston
office. His staff answers letters concerning the tidelands oil situation, how often your car should have its oil changed
the size of the petroleum industry,
how many people it takes to run a refinery, and similar questions. The staff
also edits several publications slanted
toward reaching specific publics such
as farmers, general public, employees,
other industries, service station operators , and others.
There can be no doubt that the
Humble public relations program is one
of the best in the Southwest, if not in
the nation. Paralleling the growth of
Humble Oil's public relations staff has
been the rapid growth of Humble. In
other words, the public relations program has greatly increased public acceptance of Humble's appeal for support by purchase of their products.
Obviously, the public did not blindly
follow a big promotion scheme. The
success ·lies in a combination of service,
research, strong competition with other
products in the same field and public
information on all activities within the
Humble organization.
The principles upon which any good
public relations program must be
drawn up are similar to a set of
Humble principles which were drawn
up long before the organization became conscious of having a public relations unit. They are:
1.
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corporation justifies its exist-
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ence and endures only if it performs a
worthwhile service.
2. In order to fulfill its mission and
to endure, a corporation must be fair
and square in its dealing with the
public, with its competitors, with its
stockholders, and with its employees.
These principles are followed by
every successful big business enterprise.
On the other hand, certain broad
principles and techniques of a public
relations approach can be applied to
any bid for public support, including
that of high school journalism:
Any such program would include:
1. Set objectives.
2. Select images of the school you
wish to have projected.
3. Determine your "publics."
4. Decide on techniques to reach
each public.
5. Check your program to determine its success or failure.
6. Always be cretain you are worthy
of the support you are seeking.
A program for high school journalism might use some of the following
approaches.

SETTING THE OBJECTIVES.
Making the school newspaper as effective as possible and gaining the support of all the various publics; namely,
fhe school board, the school family,
parents, businessmen, and citizens as a
whole.

IMAGES TO BE PROJECTED. A
school newspaper that is entertaining,
readable, informative, attractive, and
educational. One that is not a monotonous repetition of facts, most of which
are already known to the student body
before publication.

DETERMINE YOUR PUBLICS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Adviser
School Administrator
Faculty
Student body as a whole
Parents
Community
Merchants or advertisers
Editor of th~ local newspaper
Printer
Staff of the school newspaper.

TECHNIQUES TO BE APPLIED
1. The Adviser. The focal point in
this operation must be an adviser who

believes in journalism and the fu ture
of journalism. If humanly possible,
the adviser should hold a bachelor's
degree in journalism or the social
sciences, and have at least two years of
experience in some communication
media; namely, newspaper, magazine,
radio, television, public relations, or
advertising. A reexamination of just
what the school newspaper can mean
to the school and the futures of the
staff members might help. A broad
and general understanding of all the
diverse and various related fields of
journalism in our present social and
economic patterns should be realized
and in turn passed on to the other
publics.
2. The Administrator. He can do
much to ease the burden of the journalism teacher and newspaper adviser.
A short message at the first student
assembly mentioning the school newspaper, and assuring the adviser of the
wholehearted support of faculty and
students would help set the stage.
3. The Faculty. It is most importan t to impress upon fellow teachers
that the school paper is not just your
project or that of your journaljsm
class. It is the school publication and
belongs to all members of the school
famil y.
4. The student body at large needs
something to make the newspaper
theirs.
5. Parents. They would like to
know more about high school life, ·and
activities but frequently do not know
how to find out.
6. Merchants or Advertisers. They
are always a big problem and particularly if you rely on advertising to pay
the way of the paper.
a. To prepare students to solicit
ads it would be beneficial to have
students act out a skit showing
how NOT to ask for an ad. One
student would approach another
posing as a merchant and take
a negative or apologetic method
of approaching a merchant. Another could be the fast-talking
student who implies the merchant
is stupid for not moving some of
the stuff he's had around for
years. Then another skit could
show how an approach should
be made.
( See THE PRESS Page 25 )
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Report From _DESP

Karl Downs Faculty Holds
Workshop, Hears Speakers
THEME:
Strengthening Teachers'
Morale and Competencies for the
Tasks Ahead.
On Monday, Aug. 29, 1960, the
fac ulty of Karl Downs School, Weimer,
assem bled to plan for the work expected during the term 1960-61.
The discussions were centered
around the theme: Strengthening

Teachers' Morale and Competencies
for the Task3 Ahead. The general assembly included songs? prayer, and
presentation of faculty, presented by
the principal, Maurice Powell, who emphasized the importance and purpose
of the theme.
" Since every teacher has some competencies as well as weaknesses we feel
that discussion of the theme will be
helpful," Powell said.
Sylvester Chase, county agent, served
as consultant and guest speaker. Chase
in his address pointed out that every
opportunity presents additional responsibilities. He further added that the
teachers of today need encouragement
for the great tasks they must perform.

PICTORIAL REPORT
(Continued from Page 16 )
5. The kindergarten, an integral part of the
modern elementary school, provides experiences that will result in readying the child
for the formative period.
6. A science corner in the second grade
showing the new portable science laboratcry,
exposing inquiring minds to the natural
sciences.
7. Showing the modernly equipped room for
a healthy learning climate.
8. The teachers' lounge also reflects a comfortable atmojphere for relaxation period.
9. Developing the whole child through play
is a part of the day's activities.
10. The all purpose cafotorium. Children being served snacks in between meal hours.
11. The primary music period. Laying the
foundation of the child's music education begins in this environment of mimetic play,
using movemenh occurring in everyday life.
12 & 13. Disco·:ering the gi#ed has oHe:i
re~ul+ed at this level of instrumentation or
vocalization.
14. Teaching the weather instruments in a
weather unit to the fourth grade.
G~orge W. Lacey is principal of this new
addition to the Port Arthur school system and
has thirty-~even teachers on the faculty.
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By EZRA L. CARROLL
State DESP Representative

An invitation is extended to join
your professional association ... THE
DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

Some of the questions asked were
"What is morale? What can we do to
enhance or strengthen it?" He spoke
PURPOSES OF THE
of morale as the mental condition as
DEPARTMENT
regards courage, zeal, confidence, and
1. To assist elementary school princian excellent stimulant to growth. Chase
pals in strengthening their profesfurther remarked "Everyone desires
sional competence.
growth which can. take place if one
2. To strengthen elementary educahas morale." He also stated that morale
tion.
produced confidence and unity of un3. To provide support for a unified
derstanding.
profession.
_
Some of the psychological factors 4. To cooperate with related agenc1e:;
involved in the strengthening of morale
concerned with the advancement of
are (a) justice and fair play (b) receducation.
ognition of one's accomplishments, ( C)
leadership, security, and satisfaction of
BENEFITS TO MEMBERS
one's sense of achievement.
Publications that accompany mem"Teachers can appreciate the admin-- berships are:
.
istrators who recognize their abilities,"
• The 39th Yearbook, Those Fmt
the speaker said. He also stated that School Years. This yearbook will give
teachers are more cheerful, optimistic, · understandincr and information about
0
•
•
and contented when those in authority early education
that will ~el_r_ _Prmc1administer justice toward all. When
pals to meet their resp~~s1b1ht1es for
morale is not present conditions are administering and superv1smg the early
just the opposite of what they should childhood education program.
be, the speaker explained.
• Six issues of The National ElemenThe speaker closed his address by tary Principal. The October issue feasummarizing the points stressed pre- tures the principal's office ; and ot~er
viously. He further added, "There is themes during the year will deal with
a destiny that goes with all individuals reporting to parents, the school cus- what you give to others will certain- todian) and working with teachers.
ly come back to you."
Mrs. Mary Curtis, another guest at PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE
the school, talked on a portion of the
Help on professional problems theme. She stressed the need of pre- Support for improved program~ for ~he
paration for the task ahead. In order selection, preparation and cert1ficat~on
to make necessary preparation she of principals - Aid in strengthenmg
suggested: ( 1) Teachers should keep local and state associations.
abreast with modern trends by attending in-service meetings; (2 ) Teachers PROFESSIONAL CONTACTS
should read widely and improve their
National conference for elementary
instructional programs; (3) The li- school principals. The 1961 meeting
braries might be improved; ( 4) Adult will be held in Atlantic City, March
programs should be set up in the com18-22.
munities.
Powell cited two great problems in SUMMER CONFERENCES
These conferences, co-sponsored with
making preparation for the tasks
ahead. The first problem, in his colleges and universities, are designed
opinion, is to get the children ·to school to help elementary school principals
on time. The second problem is to with important problems related to
teach students after they arrive. He their responsibilities.
Life Membership costs may increase
further added, "How well we cope with
the problems will depend on all of us from $100 to $160 for next year.
Annual dues are $8.
as teachers."
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Vocational Agriculture Also Belongs
By JOHNNY JOHNSON

' Tex t of a m,anuscript for the Vocationrr I Agr.i,culture Speech Contest by Johnny
.J.,hnson, G. W. Jackson High School,
Corsicana.
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T he listening ear is hearing that vocational agriculture is at the crossroads,
that it is no longer serving its purpose
as a complimentary science course find
that it is ·more vocal than vocational.
We are told that when a population
begins to question the benefits it receives from its expenditures, that is a
healthy sign. On the· other hand, those
of us who reap the bountiful harvest
of the efforts made by all of those in
vocational agriculture are concerned
about these adverse questions.
As a student of vocational agriculture, let me firmly establish that I do
believe that vocational agriculture does
belong in a well balanced high school
curriculum. In seeking proof for my
contention, I am forced to ask myself
two questions: First, does vocational
agriculture offer necessary information ? Second, are there other courses
in the high school curriculum which fill
the gap that vocational agriculture has
filled for so many years? To the first
question I would have to give "yes"
for my answer and for the second there
is only one answer, "no!" I, therefore,
shall treat the subject in somewhat of
a comparative analysis manner.
Upon reading what is said of the
Smith-Huges act in the "Handbook"
by Phipps and Cook, I discovered that
the act provided for training of people
in vocational education. The act provided further "that such education be
designed to meet the needs of persons
over fourteen years of age who have
entered upon or who are preparing to
enter upon the work of the farm or of
the farm home." 1 The first look at this
provision would lead one to believe
that all other persons who are not now
farming, or who are not planning to
enter farming, as we have known it,
should be excluded. At this point the
sound mind would have to recognize
farming now is not what it was in 1917
when this act was passed. It would
realize that farming now is also agriculture in its various phases. One may
1

D

Phipps and Cook-Handbook, p. 27.
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choose to buy and sell livestock, another slaughter and process farm animals and still another repair farm tools
and machinery. Can these occupations
be totally divorced from farming? Still
there is the consumer angle. Is it not
necessary of the man of the house to
know good meat when he sees it, or
know how to purchase and properly
care for shrubbery, lawn grasses or
trees? Should the man of the house be
familiar with lumber, metal, and other
materials and their uses in building
homes and other comforts for his family? Is it not important that a father
should be familiar with the nutritive
requirements for his pets, or other livestock, or for his family? To these questions, we would, in all fairness, have to
give an unqualified "ye·/ ' as our
answers.
The final question now comes. Is
there any other course in our high
school curriculum which gives this type
of information? This answer will ha,·e
to be ·'no". The student of vocational
agriculture not only has to read about
tl:iis, but he must ~lso do it. We must
recognize here, too, that in order to
properly equip men and. boys for their
responsibility as citi.zens, rural or otherwise, leadership training is necessary. It
is well known that the leadership phase
of the vocational agriculture progra·:1
does this job well. The necessity for
knowing how to keep records and accounts of one's own household or business is ever increasing in this age of
"government cooperation."
Let us look now at the employmen t
possibilities in agriculture or in "agribusiness." A news release from the department of agriculture as printed in
the Dallas Morning News Jan. 22,
1959, quotes Under Secretary of Agriculture True D . Morse as saying there
are 15,000 new jobs for college graduates in agriculture each year. H e
further stated that land-grant colleges
graduate only 8,500, students annually
to fill these positions.
So important is this fact that the department has endorsed a national campaign to attract more young persons
into agricultural careers. To this extent
the department has produced a film

portraying modern agriculture as the
nation's number one industry. This picture was filmed to be shown to high
school students. The picture breaks the
agricultural field down into the following : ( 1) professional, ( 2) scientific, ( 3 )
industrial, ( 4) financial, ( 5) actual
farming and other activities that require acrricultural training.
In a newsletter dated June 1959
from the Farm Credit Administration
Antoine H. Fuhr, Information and E/
tension Specialist, reports that only two
out of every 17 Negro boys could b
profitably absorbed by full-time farm =ng. He further stated that a new fie!cl
called " agribusiness" is opening up.
"There is potential demand for personnel with agricultural background :
claims Mr. Fuhr. " Businesses which
supply farmers, such as fertilizer and
machinery industries along with insurance companies and financial institutions, are among these who give hicrh
priority to agriculturally trained men."
There are many indications that certain areas of agricultural employment
have not yet reached the saturation
point. This was brought to the public
in an article from the Dallas Morning
News recently under the title, "$1,000
Job Fails to Get Any Takers." The
origin of the information in the article
was Austin. The article begins, ' Jobs
paying up to $1 ,000 a month a re
going begging because Texans won't
register their abilities with the Texa
Employment Commission." Weldon
Hart, chairman of the commission, said
that, "for some one hundred twentyfive openings for specialized workers,
only three applications have been received." One particular job has worried
the commission for five months, says
Mr. Hart. A Dallas firm, he claims
wants to pay from $800 to $1,000 a
month for skilled "chicken se'>ers." He
continues, "But there have been no
takers." To do a competent job in this
profession, we must admit, requires
considerable skill. A course in vocational agriculture will at least teach what
the job is like and can fire the ambition
of youth to develop the skill required
in such a job.
(See VO. AG., Page 25 )
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ALLEN W. BROWN

Time Magazine Surveys Scholarship

TEACHES IN TEMPLE

ALLEN BROWN, formerly chemistry, physics,
general science teacher at Washington High in
Bartlett, is now a member of the Wheatley staff
in Temple. Brown graduated from Tillotson College with a B.S. degree and a M.Ed. from Prairie
View A. & M. College in administration and
supervision. He has also done one year of graduate work in pharmacy at Xavier University,
New Orleans, La., and one summer of graduate
math at Prairie View College. He is a member
of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.

The United States is virtually throwing down the educational drain a vast
pool of bright young talent that could
with training and opportunity develop
into a national resource, Time says in
the Nov. 21 issue.
" It is the sad fact-and the underside
of U. S. education-that hundreds of
thousands of talented and sometimes
brilliant youngsters not only lack the
means to go to college but do not even
aspire to go," Time charges. Many
among them are what sociologists call
the "culturally deprived" - Negroes,
Puerto Ricans, poor whites-who do
not know they are bright. Others are
slum and farm kids ignored by crowded
colleges because they go to "wrong"
schools. ( Of the nation' s 26,500 high
schools, a mere 5,000 produce 82 per
cent of all college students. ) In a " rich
and fat" country, says Harvard College's Dean John Munro, "we just cannot sit cheerfully any more and watch
good young minds by the thousands
shrivel away."
Environment Is Key
The nation's prodigal waste of talent

Educators are encouraged to use The Texas Standard as an outlet for
creative contributions. Articles should be sent to TSAT headquarters,
1191 Navasota Street, Austin.
When submitting articles for publication, please:
I." Have copy typed, double spaced, on one side of the paper only.
2. If pictures are included, send only glossy prints, sizes 5 x 7 or 8 x 10 of
groups, and 2 x 3 of individuals. Please do not send snapshots.
3. Limit articles to 1500 or 2000 words. An article of more than 11 typewritten pages cannot be published.
4. Identify the author fully as to name, position, schools attended and
degrees held.
5. If the article is a speech or message that has been delivered or published previously, please indicate when and where.
6. Try to submit current materials.
7. Be sure that articles are received by the fifth of the month prior to
the month of publication.

Let us do the engraving for your school
Just mail your pictures to us for quality engraving
We are engravers for TEXAS STANDARD
•Austin, Texas
• P.Q. Box 31
• 407 Lavaca
• Telephone GR 2-5473

ENGRAVING
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is no myth, says Time, citing the fol
lowing facts:
• About 20% of those in the uppe:
quarter of their class do not stay or
through high school.
• About half of the top 10% of higt
school seniors do not go to college.
e 40% of all college students fail tc
graduate.
• In sum: each year 400,000 U. S
youngsters quit school and college.
The key to the waste is environment.
Dean Horace Mann Bond of Atlanta
University reports that "culturally disadvantaged" families produce only one
talented child for every 235 from "culturally advantaged" families. Lacking
the "normal" exposure to books, conversation and even material gadgets
that the product of the affluent suburb
enjoys, the bright slum kid seems to get
dumber as he grows older. Schools treat
him accordingly, and with a dwindling
sense of worth, he accepts the verdict
and quits school.
· D-; Dean Bond's reckoning, the U. S.
tale~t pool would increase five-fold if
every child in the land had the same
cultural opportunities as those m
wealthier classes.
Three Key Problems
Pending this millenium, educators
are tackling three key problems: I)
Discovering poor children with rich
minds as early as the third grade. 2)
Persuading them and their parents that
college is possible and desirable. 3)
Financing scholarships for them.
B:ggest Government effort is the $1
billion National Defense Education Act
of 1958, which has nearly doubled the
number of guidance counselors in high
schools. But it is still not enough, and
the Act does not apply to much-needed
elementary school guidance. And while
the bill lent $57 million to 115,000 college students last year, the really needy
could well use federal scholarships
(promised in both political platforms).
On a smaller scale, effective programs have been launched to help deserving students. Isaac H. McClelland
Jr., Negro principal of 90% Negro
David Starr Jordan High School in a
slum section of Los Angeles, jars his
charges with the fact that interracial
colleges clamor to hand scholarships
to qualified Negro students. "Just
(See TIME, Next Page )
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NSTA LAUNCHES NEW STUDENT ACTIVITY

1• .ink,"

A new organization to discover and
encourage future Einsteins and Oppenheimers now in high school, was ananounced by Robert H. Carleton,
executive secretary of the National
Science Teachers Association (NST A )
of the National Education Association
in early October.

Other talent scouts include ~uch
famous prep schools as Phillips Exeter,.
which annually ferrets out 80 "disadvantaged" boys from all over the U. S.,
gives most of them full scholarships. As
an example, Exeter plucked Robert D.
Storey from a Negro slum in Cleveland.
His father was a drinker; his brother
had been in reform school. After Exeter, young Storey became a marshall
of his 1958 class at Harvard and a
friend of John D. Rockefeller IV,
married a Radcliffe girl and is now a
Marine first lieutenant.

Known as the Future Scientists of
America (FSA ). the organization aims
to meet todav's need and tomorrow's
demand for ~ore scientists bv developing a reserve of science potential at the
high school level. Functioning as an
extracurricular student activity, FSA
membership is open to all secondary
schools throughout the United States.
The NSTA will issue charters for the
FSA chapters upon applications of individual schools or groups of schools
in the same area. The new organization will also seek to cooperate with
all existing youth programs in science
such as state junior academies of
science, talent searches, summer institutes for students, and similar endeavors, Mr. Carleton says.

(Continued from Page 20 )
he says, "you can make your, lf $10,000 just by sitting here and
\', x king with your brain." When he
p11 ts it that way, "they usually jump."
T day many of McClelland's jumpers
have landed in some of the West
Coast's top colleges.

Help from N essfeness
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In hundreds of such cases, the go-between is the pioneering National
Scholarship Service and Fund for
Negro Students, which began in 1948,
when Negroes accounted for only onetenth of 1% of students in interracial
colleges, vs. 1% today. NSSFNS (pronounced Ness - feness) is supported
largely by foundations, has raised $2 .500,000 to send 7,000 Negroes to 350
interracial colleges. It has sent another
252 students to 45 Northern prep
schools from Kent to Andover. Along
the way, it has generated one of the
most productive ideas in the whole
talent scouting business.
As one of the talent hunt's loudest
cheerleaders, Harvard's Dean Munro
calls the progress "extraordinary." But
he is deepy concerned that colleges are
not doing their part. The big need, says
Munro, is coordination of all the talent
hunters. Richard Plaut, head of Nessfe ness, agrees. Last month he urged a
coast-to-coast Higher Horizons program, costing $ 100 million, to be run
by an agency patterned after the National Science Foundation. In Washington, top officials of the American
Council on Education mull ways to get
~Iaut's plan started. As one of them put
1t:
"Unlike gold, human talent is
perishable. We can' t let it lie in the
hills until we get ready to mine it."
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Sister M. Gabrielle, principal, Holy
Trinity High School, Hartford, Conn.;
Mason Boudrye, executive secretary,
Minnesota Academy of Science, Minneapolis ; Robert Binger, _sup~rvisor of
science, State Department of. Education, Tallahassee, Fla. ; Graham DuShane, editor of Science, American Association for the Advancement of
Science, Washington, D . C., and Hugh
Odishaw, executive director, International Geophysical Year, National
Academy of Sciences Washington,
D. C.
Also receiving consideration for
future incorporation into the FSA program are the sponsorship of state and
regional you th science congresses, the
production of career guidance films ,
summer conferences for FSA leaders,
and a U. S. Youth Registry for
Achievement in Science and Mathematics. The registry would be a compilation of names of highly capable students who have achieved recognition in
state, regional, or national science and
mathematics activities.

Each local chapter will be supplied
with suggested materials, services, and
a sponsor's guidebook outlining proposed activities and operation of an
FSA group during the course of the
school year. A quarterly newsletter.
The FSA Centrifuge, is a future publication of the organization. It will
describe the activities of the local chapters, and will contain news of scientific
developments which will be of interest
to FSA members.
Another project will be publication
of a series of paperback books under
the general title of "Vistas of Science."
Each will be concerned with a specific
area of science such as cell physiology
or metallurgy, and is divided in three
sections: a brief presentation of the
matter to be investigated, a discussion
of research methods and problems, and
a final section suggesting student activities in the field co,·ered by the book.
First of the "Vistas" books is expected
to appear early next year. This series
will be published by Scholastic Magazines, Inc., and made available throuo-h
the Scholastic Book Services.
Supervising the "Vistas" series is an
editorial board whose members include: Frederick Fitzpatrick, professor
of science education, Teachers College
Columbia University, New York City ;
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Mamie G. Griffin School Dedicated
TYLER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
November 6, 1960
The Mamie G. Griffin Elementary
School represents the product of the
combined experience, thought, and
effort of many people. It is the result
of a concerted and definite attempt to
plan, design, construct, and to operate
an elementary school which is not only
economical, but is also inviting, comfortable, efficient, safe, and a source of
pride to the students and parents of
the community and the entire school
district it serves.

bility with all areas. Covered outside
corridors connect all building units.
The building features a concrete
slab floor with asphalt tile covering,
rigid welded steel pipe structural
frames, a 20-year bonded built-up roof
on light weight concrete roof slab over
precast fireproof form board, non-load
bearing exterior walls of 6" hollow

brick, and interior partitions of glazed
and unglazed concrete block and fr '
hollow brick. All classrooms are bi •
laterally lighted. The use of sliding
steel windows provides ample cros ;
ventilation in each classroom and also
eliminates the hazards caused by windows which project into classrooms o ·
(See Next Page)
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The building, consisting of 18 classrooms, a kitchen, cafetorium, librarymultipurpose room, a work room, administrative area, and service facilities ,
was constructed around a central open
court area. The site, which required
only a minimum expenditure in terms
of site preparation, is adjacent to
Woldert Park, thus permitting use of
the park area for physical education
and other outdoor instructional activities.
Three classroom wings, each consisting of six classrooms, compose the main
academic area. The administrativemultipurpose area and the kitchencafetor.ium are separted from the classrooms, yet retain imm_ediate access1-

THE LANGUAGE ARTS program at Griffin
School includes language, writing and reading.
Ninety minutes are given to this area each day;
about forty minutes of this time is devoted to
formal reading instruction.
The objectives of our reading program are
the same as the general objectives for reading
instruction: 11) To improve reading skills; 12)
~o pro·, ide enjoyment and entertaimnent anJ
( 3 l to obtain information.
The procedures for attaining these objective:;
are chosen on the bases of their adequacy in
providing experienc~s in proper taste for permanent interest in good reading.

, l

----~ .

,

THE BOYS AND GIRLS at Mamie G. Griffin
School are fi11ding the well equipped library
very helpful under the supervision of their teachers and the school secretary.
These children are taught how and where to
find library materials, how to select them and
how to use them effectively. The library provides pupils with valuable means not only of
extending their knowledge and understanding
but also of developing desirable leisure habits.
In addit ion to reference materials and periodicals, many volumes pertaining to all areas
of the curriculum and cultural and inspirational
reading are available.

THE CAFETORIUM PROGRAM is used as a
cultural

experience for the

children in the

Mamie G. Griffin Elementary School under the
supervision

of their homeroom

teachers. The

children learn to eat in groups and to enjoy
wholesome foods. Table manners are stressed
and the children are taught to talk quietly
without playing.
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Mamie G. Griffin School Dedication
rridors. The artificial lighting · sys,em, composed of fluorescent strips, is
,iesigned to provide 40-foot candles of
i;itensity at desk level. A circulating
bot water -heating system, connected to
individually controlled room convectors, is utilized.
Ample floor area, designed to facilitate either individual, small group, or
total class instruction; adequate st01:age space; and sufficient chalkboard,
tackboard, and display areas are provided in each classroom. Bi-classroom
toilet facilities are provided for the
lower grades while conveniently located and easily supervised gang toilets
are utilized for the upper grades.
The completed project cost of the
entire plant, including the architect's

fee, was $316,859.08, or an economical
$9.04 per square foot for its 35,033
square-foot area.

MAMIE G. GRIFFIN
SCHOOL DEDICATION HELD
Dedication ceremonies for the new
Mamie G. Griffin Elementary School
were held at 2 p.m., Nov. 6.
School Board President F. 0. Penn
presented the building to James Jackson, Griffin PTA vice-president, and L.
P. Tolbert, school principal.
Mrs. Anna Drawhorn, Griffin PTA
president, presided over the ceremony.
The tribute and dedication were

made by Tyler School Superintendent
E. N. Dennard.
Invocation and dedication prayer
were given by the Rev. V. L. Brown,
pastor of the St. James · C. M . E.
Church.
The school is named in honor of the
late Mrs. Mamie George White Griffin
who spent 44 years as an educator in
the Tyler public schools. She was principal of the T. J. Austin School from
1940 until her retirement in 1955. She
died Nov. 8, 1959.
The Mamie G . Griffin Choral Club,
directed by Mrs. S. E. Hilliard, presented a musical program at the dedication ceremonies.
More than 3,000 people passed
through the ·building.

MAMIE G. GRIFFIN ELEMENTARY S·CHOOL IN ACTION ly

Tyler

MAMIE G. GRIFFIN SCHOOL FACULTY
Seated Leh to Right: Mrs. E. R. Christian, Special Education; Mrs. C. T. Dugas, Secretary; Mrs. D. T. Shaw, 6th Grade; Mrs. D. E. Isabell, 4th
Grade; Mrs. E. F. Perry, 1st Grade; Mrs. H. W. Session, 5th Grade.
·
Standing Le# to Right: Mrs. B. R. McDaniel, 5th Grade; Mrs. Z. A. Douglas, School Nurse; Mrs. R. C. Floyd, 6th Grade; Mrs. Z. H. Lee, 3rd
Grade; Mrs. M. L. Cameron, 3rd Grade; L. P. Tolbert, Principal; Mrs. S. E. Hilliard, 2nd Grade; Mrs. D. T. Peacock, 1st Grade; Mrs. I. L. James 4th
Grade; Mrs. F. M. Hammond, 2nd Grade; Mrs. V. C. Echols, 1st Grade.
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NEW TRENDS
(Continued from Page 13)
Such predictions give to us as teachers of today a challenge to take a
forward look and a picture of the true
value of in-service education. In-service
training is to a teacher what the maintenance shop is to industry. It is a
place for a aeneral overhaul, or for a
routine check-up. The value of this
maintenance shop for teachers is mainly in the fact that it provides an opportunity for us to evaluate ourselves
objectively. We can discover and
strengthen our weaknesses. We can say
that in-service education is a continuous process of professional research
carried on simultaneously with teaching.
In-service education has followed
se, eral patterns. The most common is
that of the teachers institutes, conference, . or short-term cour~es held once
or twice during the school year. These
were generally boring and burdensome
sessions in which some educators were
requested to address the group on some
subiect of fore~ost importance at the
time.
A second type of in-service growth
program is the use of discussion group5
and committee1;. This is an improvement over the fir~t tvpe of activity provided there are cl ,namic persons included who are skilled in direc tin~
such activities.
The last tvne of in-service education
is the one seldom utilized, namely. ob~
serving our teachers teach. The in-service growth program in our school this
year is modeled upon this type. Certainly onr studv in each department of
our school will afford an opportunitv
for each of us to evaluate our own
strengths and weaknesses from both ,
the individual standpoint and from the
standpoint of the department as a
who!e. The work and experiences of the
strong teachers in any particular area,
throuah this inter- -elationship of teaching within our school can be a vital
factor in strenathening our total school
instructional program. It is impossible
for any teacher to keep up with the
present rate of change in our society
unless the basic information of these
chanp;ec; is made easily available to the
instructional staff.
To summarize the thouahts that we
have attempted to put together in such
a way that they might make a coherent
presentation:
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Statement on The Principles
Of Professional Negotiation
Repo~t by an Ad Hoc Committee
of the Board of Directors

Washington, D. C., October 16, 1960
Pursuant to the direction of the 1960
Delegate Assembly of the National Education Association, the Board of Directors proposes the following:
1. Local boards of education should
consult regularly with representatives
of the organized teaching profession
concerning salaries and conditions of
emplovment.
2. The representatives of the teaching profession in such consultatiom
should recognize that boards of education have legal powers and duties in
the public interest which they may not
with propriety relinquish.
3. Voluntary negotiation by representatives of the teaching profession with
boards of education is necessary to, and
fully compatible with, the dignity and
ethical standards of the profession.
4. In such consultations, boards of
education and the teaching profession
should keep paramount the interests
and wellbeing of the students.
5. When responsible, broadly representative boards of education, independent of special commitments to any
particular segment of the community,
meet with an equally responsible, inde1. We enumerated the qualities of

a good teacher.

2. We pointed out the methods used
by the good teacher in each of
the three stages of teaching.
3. Predicted the new trends in
teaching in an advanced world .
4. Attempted to show how in-sen-ice education can help us adjust
to the new trends.
The best summary we could find for
this p resentation is expressed in the
words of Edwin Markham.
We are all blind until we see,
That in the human plan
Nothing is worth the making,
If it does not make the man.
Why build these cities glorious
If man unbuilded goes?
In vain we build the world unless
The builder also grows.

pendent and broadly representative
teaching profession, the conditions of
compensation and employment can
usually be agreed upon in a spirit of
cooperation in a common cause.
6. In the event of protracted and
serious local failure to agree, the clifferences must be resolved in a manner
that will supply a high quality of educational service without interruption.
7. The methods used to resolve issues
concerning salaries and conditions of
employment will necessarily differ with
circumstances and from state to state,
depending on the nature and gravity of
the issues, the prevailing patterns of
school administration, the varied state
laws governing local school systems,
and other factors. Such methods should
emphasize the established standards of
local control in education and the desirable autonomy of education and its
administration. These methods may include, among others, impartial review
boards set up expressly for this purpose, public hearings, patient and continued negotiations, and the wholesome
influences of informed public opinion.
Because the issues involved in the
achievement and maintenance of quality education are of such profound national importance, the Board of Directors welcomes and invites comments on
this statement by individual members
of the profession, the affiliated local and
state associations, parents, schoolboard
members, and other interested citizens.
After reviewing such comments, the
Board of Directors plans to issue a
further statement of policy in March
1961 and will offer this statement to
the July 1961 Delegate Assembly of the
National Education Association.
Ad Hoc Committee of the
Board of Directors:
Helen E. Samuel, D .C., Chairman
Thomas H. Pickens, Colorado
Ezra H. Moore, Idaho
Carroll H. Phillips, Indiana
Albert M. Johnson, Mass.
Charlotte Richards, Michigan
Evelyn I. Cowden, Minnesota
Lucille Carroll, Ohio
Marie R. Howard, Rhode Island
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(Continued from Page 15 )
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b. Before soliciting an ad, have your
student representative look over
the merchandise and have several
items in mind he thinks stuqents
might buy. Do not try to sell
$10.50 coffee pots to students.
M~ke sure it is something they
can use.
c. Run a box listing 10 or 11 points
suggesting why merchants should
advertise in your newspaper.
d. Take a sample survey of th~ buying habits of a representative
group of senior, junior, sophomore, and freshman homerooms
to back up these statistics.
7. Community. ·
a. One effective device is for the
newspaoer to take an active interest in community problem,;
such as school bond issue. vandalism. _iuvenile problems. etc.
C. Whenever bw,inessmen participate in some school function such
as an assemblv. circ1e the storv
in which thev are mentioned and
mail that issue of the newspaper
to them.
R Editor of the local city neW'-•
naner.
;:\ .
One wav is to have hjm JecturP.
the class on what he expects of a
be!?'inning- reporter.
b. See that he understands the overall nicture of iournalism teachinl!
and the challeng-e of attractinQ'
students · to the field. either
throuQ"h an informal talk over a
c.uo of coffee or Coke or an
~.rticle in the hhrh school newsnaner.
Q . The Printer.
a. Share problems- tell the printer
what vour problems are and then
listen , understandingly to his
woes. In short, exchange roles of
playing "wailing wall."
b. Solicit his advice.
10. The Staff. This particular public
has been purposely left until last.
Probably the most common shortcoming in the "public relations" of a
high school journalism course is a failure to convince prospective students
and teachers that the journalist today
covers a far broader field than newspaper work alone. True, newspaper
work constitutes a most impressive
field, but it has fallen the lot of newspapers to furnish experienced workers
to many of these companion fields.
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Combination Possibilities:
There is a possibility of combining a
few of the publics for specific purposes.
For example, a contest could be held
in which students are encouraged to
submit five subjects for editorials. The
best list or two best lists could be
awarded tickets to athletic events or
the theater. This would make the student today feel the newspaper belonged to them.
There also is the possibility of using
an editorial council composed of the
advisor, editorial writers, student council president, and a member of the
school board to discuss the various
problems. Each sub_ject should be discussed thoroughly from both sides and
the attitude of the group prevail. There
should be freedom of thought but it
should be kept in mind that logic is a
discussion of all phases resulting in a
decision and is not making up one's
mind in advance and then looking for
a few key facts to support that attitude.
Many obvious editorials will not
need to clear this panel, and it may not
be acceptable in all situations, but it
is an attempt to make several groups
feel a part of the paper.

CHECK YOUR SUCCESS:
The important thing to determine is
the effectivene5<; of vour publir. relations efforts. It is not what vou think
the public thinks of vou that counts .
but what you know the public thinl.;:"
of your paper.
ALWAYS BE WORTHY:
The success of any public relations
program lies in being worthy of the
public confidence and support you have
sought.
Businesses have found that sharp
practices and deceit will go unnoticed
but that reaction upon their discovery
has been violent.
So must the high school newspaper
be worthy of the trust each of its publics grants. Its humor must be refreshing and never caustic or biting. It
should be informative and educational.
It should be something in which each
student can take deep pride, and it
should prepare the staff members for
the day when they finish school, regardless of which profession they may
select.
~

•
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(Continued from Page 19 )

A national magazine quoted figures
developed from a survey of. 5000 college students which showed . the percentage of sons who plan to follow in
their fathers profession. You would be
surprised, as I was, to know that agriculture showed the largest percentage.
Agriculture showed 53% as against
28% for the professions of teaching
and engineering which tied for second
place.

I would suggest that those who adversely criticize vocational agriculture
do as the very tired mother suggested
to her son. This mother, it seems, was
startled by her very young son who was
returning from a visit with the family
dentist. He shouted, "Mom, look mom,
no cavities!" The mother who had
"had it" for the day, could think of
nothing more fitting than "look again,
you little monster." Certainly those
who differ with vocational agriculture
are not to be classed as monsters, but
the suggestion still stands, they would
do well to look again.
By way of conclusion, I should like
to share with you excerpts from an
article found in the Farmer Stockman,
Nov. 1940, as written by Boston B.
Blackwood. In his "Definition of a
Dirt Farmer," he gives a picture of the
tvpe of farmer that made this country
great, but who now can no more survive than can this country without
agricultural education.
He begins, "A dirt farmer is a man
who starts out with nothing, loses on
everything he grows and comes out
even at the end of the year." After
several paragraphs, Mr. Blackwood
continues as follows: "If any man aspires to the title of a dirt farmer, let
him measure himself by this standard."
These heart throbbipg words are the
ones used to conclude Mr. Blackwood's
writing: "This is a dirt farmer. Heaven
help the family that depends on him
for its support, heav~n help the nation
that does not have him' to depend on
for its support."
M y friends , there is no getting
around it. "Civilization did begin and
will end with the plow." We .must continue to keep vocational agriculture in
the high school curriculum.
'--Ao ...
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NAMES and NEWS
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BLEDSOE, JR. RETIRES

M1rs. Pinkston Takes
Life Membership·
Mrs. Armetia Randolph Pinkston is
a graduate of the B. F. Darrell Elementary School and the Booker T. Washington High School, Dallas, a graduate
of Tuskegee Institute in the field of
Business Administration, and studied at
Wiley College Extent!on School.
Mrs. Pinkston attended the first summer school held in Dallas, under the
supervision of the late Prof. _T. D. Marshall.
She has taught from grade one to
grade twelve, typing, shorthand and of-

W.

r.

BLEDSOE

W. F. Bledsoe, Jr., who has taught
history in the I. M . Terrell Hio-h School
for a number of years, retired from the
Fort Worth Public Schools at the end
of the school vear 1959-60.
Mr. Bledsoe is well known for his
activities in athletics as District Director of District I of the Interscholastic League for 20 years. He was also
Athletic Business Manager at I. M .
Terrell High School for a number of
years.
His interest m teacher welfare has
been evidenced by his work with the
Fort Worth Teachers' Credit Union, of
which he was the vice-president of the
Board of Directors at the time of his
retirement.

FREE
PUZZLE CONTEST HOBBYISTS
(Teachers should excell in this)
Stamped addressed : envelope
brings FREE puzzles, ·

PERRYS PUZZLES
Box 5309, San .Antonio I, Texas
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MRS. A. R. PINKSTON

fice practice m
School, Dallas.

the

Lincoln High

She is married to a prominent mortician of Fort Worth, L. G. Pinkston,
Jr. They are the parents of three children and maintain a staunch Christian
family. The children are L. G. Pinkston, III, a senior at I. M. Terrell H igh
School; Paul Randolph Pinkston ,
eighth grade at James E. Guinn Eleme~tary School; Pebelok Bea Pinkston, kindergarten at the Tommie Tucker School.

y

MISS D. M . INGRAM

The Texas Principals Association
elected Miss Dorothy M . Ingram as
its president for 1960-61, during the
23rd annual meeting of the association at Lubbock. She succeeds Eddie
Frank Green of Baytown.
Miss Ingram is well known for the
very prominent positions she has held
in civic and educational groups both
local, district and state, and for the
many honors with which she has distinguished herself. She is the first lady
to head the state organization of principals and supervisors which boasts a
membership that exceeds four hundred.
Miss Ingram is the principal of G .
W. Carver Elementary School, Port
Arthur, a graduate of Bishop and
Prairie View Colleges, and has studied
at George Peabody College for Teachers Fellow.

FOUR TEACHERS
JOIN ALLEN HIGH
AT LANEVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jackson have
joined the faculty of Allen High School
for the term of 1960-61. Jackson is
coach and science instructor. Mrs.
Jackson serves as the fourth grade
teacher.
N. Earl Golden has joined the Allen
High faculty as sixth grade and girls
physical education teacher.
Miss Mary Alice Gee serves both
Allen High and Mt. Enterprise High
Schools as music teacher.
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Announcing The

ANNUAL SOUTH CENTRAL
REGIONAL CONFERENCE
SAN ANTONIO
GRANADA HOTEL
( formerly Hilton_)

FEBRUARY 2-4, 1961

Young Folks' Book Club
Celebrates 15th Anniversary
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With the 1960-61 school year, the
YOUNG FOLKS BOOK CLUB, the
only book club of its ~ind, created solely for children from kindergarten to
sixth grade, is celebrating its fifteenth
year of service to schools from coast to
coast.
Created to encourage good reading
habits at an early age, the YOUNG
FOLKS BOOK CLUB offers each
month a selection of excellent books
that have been pre-tested for age
levels. Included are classics as well as
the best of modern writing.
Original publishers' editions are offe red at an average saving of 20 per
cent below the retail price. In addition,
school libraries have the opportunity
to obtain free copies of all the monthly
book selections. This program has been
extremely effective, as young students
enjoy the experience of belonging to a
book club of their own, while teachers
find this service a valuable and worthwhile project.
Free examination copies of current
selections are available without obligation by writing- to the YOUNG FOLKS
BOOK CLUB, 1078 St. Johns Place,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The University of Michigan has received word from the National
Science Foundation that an Academic Year Institute will be supported for high school teachers of
chemistry, mathematics, and physics during the year 1961-62. Information regarding the Institute can
be obtained from
len
irls
oth
igh

RD

Professor L. C. Anderson
Director
1018 Angell Hall
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
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NSTA Conference Scheduled
The National Science Teachers Association of the National Education
Association, following a pattern established in 1948, held its winter meeting Dec. 27-30, in conjunction with the
annual conferences of the science
teaching societies affiliated with the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. The groups met in
New York City at the Roosevelt Hotel.
Theme for the overall conference was
"The New Science- A Teaching Cha~lenge."
In addition to NSTA the sponsoring societies affiliated with AASA are
the National Association of Biology
Teachers, National Association for Research in Science Teaching, and the
American Nature Study Society.

PURCHASE GUIDE
An up-dating of the Purchase Guide
of 1959 in the form of a 64-page Supplement was published in January.
1961 by the Council of Chief State
School Officers, 1201-16th St. N . W ..
Washington 6, D. C. The new section
is organized on the same plan as
the 344-page Guide and the two bookc;
are intended to be used together in
selecting equipment for instruction in
science, ma them a tics and mode r n
foreign languages. Approximately 43 ,000 copies of the Supplement will be
distributed without cost to state and
local school systems throughout the
country. An equal number of copies of
the Guide are already in use in connection with local and sta te projects
under the National Defense Education
Act.

East Texas District
Educational 'Association
Convenes

MARCH 8-10
at

LUFKIN

The annual South Central ·R egional
Conference, sponsored by the Department of Classroom T eachers of the National Education Association, will be
held in San Antonio. at the G ranada,
fo rmerly Hilton Hotel, Februa ry 2-4.
1951 .
The Conference will officially get
nnder way on Friday, February 3, a t
9:00 a .m. At this first general session.
Mrs. Buena Stolberg, president of the
NEA Department of Classroom Teachers, will address the group on the Department theme TEACHI JG I S O U R
PROFESSION.
At Friday afternoon's session Teaching- Technology will be discussed. Dr.
Thomas Clemens of the U. S. Office of
Education will be the speaker.
Friday evening Miss Taimi Lahti.
assistant executive secreta ry of the Department of Classroom Teachers, will
present the Department report .
A panel cqnsisting of a school board
member, PTA member, administrator
and a classroom teacher will present
views on Teacher Competence.
The conference will close with a banquet on Saturday evening.
A Salary School, under the leadership of Robert McLain, NEA salary
consultant. and a workshop on Conditions of Work for Quality Teaching,
with J ennings Flathers, NEA Field
Representative, in charge will run concurrently during the conference. These
two sessions are invitational and invitations have been issued to the participants.

Quiclc ! •Easy!• Private I
Any amount from $50 to $300-lf you need money
quick-ut out and mall this ad for complete free
details. Completely confldrnlial. No co-slcn•rs, no
tndoners . Friends. merchants , school bou-d will not
know you a:,ply ror a loan. You can make this loan in
the pri.-acy of your home ■Y MAIL on your sla:nature
only. Repay in t0m·enient monthly payments, no payments on pr incipal durina: su;nmer ncation. Cut eut
and mall this ad today for full details in plain ennlepe.

TEACHE:lu~t1:ol~R:~~.::it, r
Name

.

Addre ss

City

.. . . . . St ate
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·H onor Roll Schools
1960-61
ABILENE:
Carter G. Woodson Jr. Sr. High School
D. W. Porter, principal
Woodson Elementary School
R. B. Hayden, principal
ALICE:
G. W. Carver School
Herman A. CaldweII Jr., principal
ALTO:
B. T. Washington School
Wilburn Carr, principal
ANAHUAC:
Double Bayou High School
B. G. Forward, principal
ANDERSON:
Alex S. TerreII Elementary School
R . C. Smith, principal
ANGLETON:
MarshaII High School
T. J. Wrig-ht, principal
ARLINGTON:
B. T . Washington School
G. D. Stevens. principal
ASPERMONT:
Aspermont Elementary School
Mrs . .T. M. Williams, principal
AUSTIN:
Blackshear Elementary School
F. R. Rice, principal
Brackenridge School
C. L. Moore, principal
Clarksville School
C. L. Moore, principal
Kealing .Tunior High School
T. C . Calhoun, principal
L. C. Anderson High School
W. E. Pigford. principal
L. L. Campbell School
C. L. Moore, principal
s;ms Elementary School
Tohn 0. Belle, principal
Texas Bli.nd. Deaf and Orphan School
W. T. McConnell. principal
AVINGER:
Duncan Elementary School
Jesse Edmond, principal
BALLENGER:
G. W. Carver High School
F. A. Jernigan, principal
BEN WHEELER:
Prairie Creek School
E. L. McAllister, principal
Redland School
Mrs. O sia Cartwright, principal
BEAUMONT:
B. T. Washington School
A. L. Moore, principal
Bethune Elementary School
Everett N. Loeb, principal
Dunbar Junior High School
F. R. Pierson, principal
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Lincoln Business College
V. W. Johnson, president
Pipkins Elementary School
Garfield Como, principal
Charlton-Pollard High School
Dr. H. C. Johnson, principal
G. W. Carver School
M. B. Gill, principal
Lincoln Junior High School
Dr. H. G. Hendricks, principal
BIG SPRING:
Lakeview High School
E. S. Morgan, principal
BLOOMING GROVE:
B. T. Washington Elementary
Charles C. Jones, principal
BORGER:
B. T. Washington School
R. G. Cofield, principal
BRAZORIA:
Henry 0. Tanner School
Mrs. Ethel 0. Cooper, principal
BREMOND:
Charles Love High School
Charles Love, principal
BRENHAM:
Pickard High School & Alton Elem.
W. I. Alton, principal
Washington County Common Schools
W. 0. Dannahaus, superintendent
Pleasant Hill Elementary School
Mrs. Oveta L. Pettie, principal
Prairie Hill Elementary
Mrs. Tula A. Smith, principal
Independence School
Mrs. Mabel Heard, principal
Armstrong Elementary School
Mrs. Ada. B. Williams, principal
St. Peters Elementary School
Mrs. Phillis S. Williams, principal
Goodwill School
Homer Kennard, principal
Mount Falls School
Mrs. Nettie Hogan, principal
BUNA:
Bessmay High School
.Tames L. Dennis, principal
BURTON:
G. W. Carver School
E. E. Simpson, principal
BUFFALO:
G. B. Bennett School
Mrs. Alberta Bastenes, principal
CALDWELL:
Freeman High School
E. B. Kerr, principal
CALVERT:
W. D. Spignor High School
W. D. Spignor, principal
CAMERON:
0. J. Thomas School
Albert G. Whiteside, principal

CANTON:
Canton Elementary School
F. J. Moorehead, principal
CARTHAGE:
Turner High & Grade School
Arzie Sanders, principal
Westside Elementary School
A. J. Hudson, principal
CHANDLER:
Chandler Elementary School
Billy R. Delaney, principal
CHAPPELL HILL:
C. H. Hogan Junior High School
V. M. Basey, principal
CHILTON:
Fred Douglas School
D. S. Bonner, principal
CHINA:
Henderson Hi!?'h School
_Tames A. Henderson, principal
CLARKSVILLE:
Cheatham Hig-h School
J. F. Wade, principal
CLEVELAND:
Douglas Hi!?'h School
Harvey C. Franks, principal
COLEMAN:
Coleman Colored High
General Humphrey. principal
COMMERCE:
Norris H;!?'h School
A. C. Williams, principal
CONROE:
Booker T. Washine-ton School
Ben L. Cavil, principal
COOLIDGE:
Coolidge Communitv High School
Robert S. Briscoe. principal
COOPER:
B. T. Washington School
T. V. Pleasant, principal
CORPUS CHRISTI:
Booker T. Washington School
Homer Edgar Johnson, principal
George Washington Carver School
Homer Edgar Johnson, principal
Solomon M. Coles School
Harry C. Kenyon, principal
COUPLAND:
Coupland Colored School
Mrs. R. I. B. Clark, principal
CROCKETT:
Crockett State School
Pete Harrell, principal
Mary Allen College
Rev. Jodie C. Sanford, president
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C OSBY:
C· :i,rles R. Drew High ·School

B. 3. Griffin, principal
rles R. Drew Elementary School
G. E. Tanner, principal
C.JSHING:
Cornell L. Simon School
C. L. Simon, principal
D ·i.1NGERFIELD:
J. J. Rhoads High School
Fl0yd Sanders, principal

c·

DALLAS:
Arlington Park School
Toice Z. Davis, principal
Eagle Ford School
Mrs. Bessie V. Riddle, principal
G. W. Carver School
E. C. Anderson, principal
John Henry Brown School
B. E. Dade, principal
J.P. Starks School
Lee J. Davis, principal
K. P. Polk School
Toice Z. Davis, principal
Thomas C. Hassell School
Earnest L. Wallace, principal
B. F. Darrell School
E. L. Cowens, principal
C. F. Carr School
Joseph McMillian, principal
Colonial Elementary School
C. L. Dennard, principal
Fannie C. Harris School
Finis Tatum, principal
Fred Douglas School
Howard D. Kirven, principal
Hamilton Park School
F. L. Jones, principal
J. N. Ervin School
0. B. Lawrence, principal
Paul L. Dunbar School
W. Timothy Beckett, principal
Phillis Wheatley School
Estella H. Doty, principal
DA\TON:
Colbert School
T. C. Tyson, principal
DENISON:
Terrell High School
E. T. Hardeman, principal
Walton Elementary School
E. T. Hardeman, principal
DETROIT:
Detroit Negro High School
Dennis B. Rundles, principal
DICKINSON:
_ unbar High School
j ames Harding, principal
DOUGLAS:
J ouglas Junior High School
Turner Williams, principal

-~LGIN:
Washington School
. P. Johnson, principal
,~LKHART:
'~ enry High School
i . J. Hurt, principal
'Jnion Hope Elementary School
Mrs. Espanolia Dillard, principal
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EMORY:
Sand Flat School
A. C. McMillan, principal

ENNIS:
Carver High School
B. F. Thomas, principal
FAYETTEVILLE:
Fayetteville Elementary School
Mrs. M. L. Darden, principal
FLATONIA:
Douglas Elementary School
G. J. Sheridan, principal
FLOYDADA:
North Floydada High School
Faris A. Wilson, principal
fORT WORTH:
Amanda F. McCoy School
Dale T. Lee, principal
Carroll Peak School
Edward Briscoe, principal
Dunbar Junior-Senior High School
J. Martin Jacquet, principal
G. W. Carver Elementary School
Mrs. L. M. Hamilton, principal
Rosedale Park Elementary School
Mrs. Maudrie M. Walton, principal
FT. WORTH:
Riverside Elementary School
Mrs. V. L. Williams, principal
FOURNEY:
B. T. Washington School
L. E. Claybon, principal
FRANKLIN:
Morgan High School
U. S. Morgan, principal
FRANKSTON:
Carver School
H. D. Fields, principal
FREEPORT:
Lanier School
C. F. Sayles, principal
FROST:
F. R. Robinson School
Freeman Robinson, principal
GAINSVILLE:
B. T. Washington School
B. P. Douglas, principal
GALENA PARK:
Fidelity Manor Elementary School
Freddie C. Sandie, principal
Fidelity Manor High School
Arthur C. Lilly, principal
GARLAND:
G. W. Carver School
L. L. Courtney, principal
GARRISON:
Garrison Colored School
John T. Clinton, principal
GEORGETOWN:
Carver High School ,
James H. Tisdale, principal
GILMER:
Bethleham School
Mrs. C. M. McDaniel, principal
GLEN FLORA:
T. L. Pink High School
T. L. Pink, principal

GRAHAM:
Lincoln School
Mrs. H. R. Graves, principal
GRAND PRAIRIE:
Dalworth School
David Daniels, principal
GRANGER:
Attucks Elementary School
Issac A. Alcorn, Jr., principal
GOLIAD:
.
Goliad Elementary School
R. A. Harrison, principal
GROESBECK:
Washington High School
Elwood Enge, principal
HALE CENTER:
Hale Center Public Schools
Dwight M. Lilly, principal
HALLETTSVILLE:
Stevens-Mayo School
A. E. Evans, Sr., principal
HASKELL:
E. B. Evans School
B. T. W. Bremby, principal
HAWKINS:
Fourke-Hawkins High School
T. H. Burton, principal
HEARNE:
Branchville High School
Odell V. Biggs, principal
HENDERSON:
Henderson Colored High School
E. E. Hill, principal
Mizner Elementary School
Charles A. Ballenger, principal
HOOKS:
Hooks Colored.High School
N. W. Gayner, principal
HONEY GROVE:
Pendleton High School
0. 0. Luper, principal
HOUSTON:
G. W. Carver High School
Rufus Conley, principal
Matthew Dogan School
Miss M. E. Kilpatrick, principal
Ryan Elementary School
Mrs. L. H. Grigsby, principal
Phyllis Wheatley School
William Moore, principal
Brock Elementary School
Mrs. Eulalia C. Grace, principal
Carver Dale High School
W. M. Batts, principal
B. C. Elmore School
B. C. Elmore, principal
Garden City Elementary School
James Hall, principal
Piney Point Elementary School
Mrs. Frankie C. Anderson, principal
HOUSTON:
Dunbar Elementary School ·
E. 0. Smith Junior High School
Theodore R. Chatham, principal
Mary McLeod Bethune School
Thomas E. Gray, principal
HUBBARD:
Ash Creek School
W. P. Davenport, principal
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HUMBLE:
Borderville Elementary School
Mrs. L. M. Hill, principal
HUNTSVILLE:
Sam Houston High School
Percy Howard, Jr., principal
Sainuel Houston Elementary School
C. E. Allen, principal
Walker County Teachers
Mrs. Marie T. Carter, principal
JACKSONVILLE:
Churchill School
Mrs. Lurlene Francis, principal
Mt. Haven School
Mrs. Mercedes Cantley, principal
Fred Douglas School
H. V. Jones, principal
Pine Grove Elementary School
Mrs. Flora A. Meador, principal
JASPER:
G. W. Carver Elementary School
C. E. Stewart, principal
J. H. Rowe High School
Sherman Coleman, principal
JEFFERSON:
Macedonia School
L. A. Matthis, principal
Victory School
F. G. Shavers, principal
Central High School
W. F. Lockett, principal
Smithland School
Arthur L. Wesley, principal
JEWETT:
George W. Carver High School
Julius Fortson, principal
KATY:
Kilpatrick School
Mrs. M. 0. Punchard, principal
KENDLETON:
Powell Point High School
M. E. Howard, principal
KERENS:
Park High School
C. E. Thomas, principal
KILDARE:
Perfection Elementary School
M. J. Barrett, principal
KILGORE:
C. B. Dansby School
E. Daniels, principal
KILGORE:
New Home School
Archie Sanders, principal
KOUNTZ:
Carver High School
Willie E. McKinney, principal
LA MARQUE:
Lincoln High School
T. J. Jackson, Jr., principal
Woodland Elementary School
Curtis B. McGowan, principal
LEVELLAND:
Carver High School
L. G. Griffin, principal
LIBERTY:
Liberty Training School
A. L. Traylor, principal
LINDEN:
Fairview Junior-Senior High School
S. H. Hennington; principal
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LIVINGSTON:
Dunbar High and Polk County Schools
J. W. Ratcliff, principal
LOCKHART:
G. W. Carver School
Mifflin A. Ellison, principal
LONGVIEW:
Hudson Junior High School
Jacob D. Bridges, principal
Janie Daniel School
J. W. Whitaker, principal
Mary C. Womack High School
J. L. Everhart, principal
Ned E. Williams School
Mrs. L. B. Lee, principal
Southside Elementary School
Lloyd H. Walker, principal
East Ward Elementary School
Louis Armstrong, principal
Rollins Elementary School
E. H. Moore, principal
Southside Elementary School
Lloyd A. Walker, principal .
LUBBOCK:
Ella R. Illes Elementary School
Mrs. M. D. Simmons, principal
Dunbar Junior High School
E. C. Struggs, principal
Phyllis Wheatley Elementary School
Grover C. Colvin, principal
LUFKIN:
Dunbar High School
M. E. Lyons, principal
MAGNOLIA:
Magnolia Elementary School
W. E. Williams, principal
MALAKOFF:
Lincoln High School
L. E. Orr, principal
MANVEL:
Ralph J. Bunche Elementary School
Howard Kees, principal
MARIETTA:
Floyd Valley School
B. C. Northcutt, principal
MARLIN:
B. T. Washington Elementary
Mrs. Allean W. Carroll, principal
B. T. Washington High School
H. J. Hines, principal
Commerce Street School
W. D. Evans, principal
Washington Junior High School
J.E. Lynn, principal
MARSHALL:
G. W. Carver School
0. Ivan White, principal
Pemberton Junior-Senior High School
G. A. Rosborough, principal
MART:
Anderson High School
C. A. Handy, principal
MESQUITE:
G. W. Carver School
W. 0. Gray, principal
MEXIA:Dunbar-Douglas Schools
W. D. Dunn, principal
Woodland High School
Mrs. D. M. Anderson, principal

MIDLAND:
B. T. Washing ton School
E. L. Jordan, principal
MIDLOTHIAN:
B. T. Washington School
C. M. Arnold, principal
MIDWAY:
Midway High
Lloyd Nauls, principal
NACOGDOCHES:
Brooks Quinn Junior High School
C. F. Randle, principal
NECHES:
Clemons High School
0. L. Phillips, p rincipal
NEEDVILtE:
N. A. Allen School
N. A. Allen, principal
NEW CANEY:
G. W. Can·cr Elementary School
James L. Stan!ey, principal
OAKWOOD:
Dunbar School
J. G. Oliver, principal
St. Paul Shiloh School
Henry Jackson, principal
ODESSA:
Blackshear Junior-Senior High School
E. K. Downing, principal
Douglas Elementary School
E. K. Downing, principal
Carver Elementary School
Virgil° C. Henley, principal
O'DONNELL:
O'Donnell Elementary School
Mrs. Adelene E. Payne, principal
OMAHA:
George Washington Carver School
Loy A. Johnson, principal
ORANGE:
Wallace Junior-Senior High School
T. L. Ingrham, principal
OVERTON:
London Colored School
L. C. Hammons, principal
Overton Colored School
D. W. Allen, principal
Starr Bailey School
Alonzo Johnson, Jr., principal
PALACIOS:
Sanford Junior High School
G. H. Sanford, principal
PALESTINE:
Douglas Elementary School
Jack A. Freeman, principal
Lincoln Junior School
W. L. Manning, principal
Foster School
Mrs. Amma Jackson, principal
Green Bay High School
M. L. Cary, Sr., principal
PALESTINE:
Union Academy School
Mrs. F. M. Miller, pr1ncipal
PARIS:
Gibbons High School
A.G. Givens, principal
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TTSBURG:
._d Douglas High School
trtsell Lampkin, principal
I ..,cl Douglas Junior High School
( ~neral Lee Jones, principal
i d Douglas Elementary School
L )uie Strickland, principal
J: · ANO:
Piano Colored High School
\\'. S. Turner, principal
p RT ARTHUR:
'. W. Carver School
Miss Dorothy M. Ingram, principal
Wheatley Elementary School
Mrs. Faye M. Wells, principal
Lincoln High School
A. Tennyson Miller, principal
POWDERLY:
Powderly High School
W. H. Spencer,.principal
QUEEN CITY:
Thornton Elementary School
Mrs. Cora Lee Johnson, principal
Thornton High School
G. B. Oliver, principal
QUITAQUE:
Fred Douglas School
Mrs. L. M. Neal, principal
RICHMOND:
Northside Elementary School
C. A. Johnson, principal
ROCKWALL:
Bourne Avenue School
Dorris A. Jones, principal
ROSEBUD:
Wilson-White High School
T. L. Washington, principal
RULE:
Dunbar Elementary School
Mrs. Flora Reed, principal
RUSK:
George W. Bradford School
W.R. Meador, principal
SAN MARCOS:
San Marcos Colored School
Earl S. Harris, principal
SCtlULENBU.RG:
J. A. Green High School
Charles W. Berry, principal
SEALY:
Austin County High School
I. H. Woodfork, principal
SEGUIN:
Lizzie M. Burgess School
H. F. Sheppard, principal
SHALLOWATER:
Shallowater School
Mrs. Rosanna Harris, principal
SHEPHERD:
Dixon High School
J. T. Hall, principal
SHERMAN:
Carver Elementary School
James A. Starks, principal
Fred Douglas School
P. W. Neblett, principal
SHINER:
Shiner Elementary School
Mrs. Millard K. Robinson, principal
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SHIRO:
Shiro Elementary School
Mrs. G. M. White, principal
SILSBEE:
Waldo Mathews High School
Clarence A. Johns, principal
Frank Robinson Elementary School
Mrs. Mableen Brent, principal
SIMONTON:
Simonton Elementary School
Mrs. Lizzie P. Herald, principal
SLATON:
Evans School
0. B. Allen, principal
SNOOK:
T. W. Jones High School
T. W. Jones, principal
SPRING:
Spring Junior High School
B. F. Clark, principal
STEPHENVILLE:
Cornelia Graves Elementary School
Mrs. Ada L. Crisp, principal
SUGARLAND:
M. R . Wood School
Charles L. Jingles, principal
SWEETWATER: .
Booker T. Washington High School
T. P. Fowler, principal
TAYLOR:
0. L. Price High School
V. A. Anthony, principal
TEAGUE:
Booker T. Washington School
A. M. Johnson, principal
Furney Richardson School
F. L. Kirven, principal
TEMPLE:
Phillis Wheatley School
Jas. B. Wilson, principal
Crestview Elementary School
Mrs. Carlean Fowler, principal
Dunbar Junior-Senior High School
G. C. Meridith, principal
TENNESSEE COLONY:
Massey Lake School
John E. Reeves, principal
TEXARKANA:
Sunset Elementary School
M. W. Patterson, principal
Theron Jones Elementary School
Millard F. Flewellen, principal
THRALL:
Lincoln Elementary School
Mrs. Hazel B. Slaughter, principal
TIMPSON:
Timpson High School
J. A. Alexander, principal
TYLER:
Carver School
J.B. Jones, principal:'
Emmett Scott Senior High
A.G. Hilliard, principal
Mamie G. Griffin School
L. P. Tolbert, principal
VERNON:
Booker T. Washington School
L. W. Wiley, principal

WACO:
Carver High
J. J. Flewellen, principal
Downsville High School
L. M. Hutchinson, principal
.J. N. Jenkins School
Dr. J. W. Yancy, II, principal
WAELDER:
Ralph Bunche High School
F. D. Taylor, principal
WASHINGTON:
Washington Elementary Schqol
Charles E. Williams, principal
WHARTON:
Wharton Elemen tary Trainina School
L. W. McIntosh, principal
WHITE WRIGHT:
White Rock Elementary School
Mrs. Irene Guess, principal
WICHITA FALLS:
Booker T. Washington High School
C . Emerson Jackson, principal
WILLIS:
A. R. Turner School
A. W. Turner, principal
WILLIS POINT:
Cartwright High School
S. A. Sparks, principal
WINONA:
Dunbar Elementary School
Mrs. Ruth A. Kennedy, principal
WORTHAM:
F. W. Wheeler High School
H. P. Foster, principal
ZAVELLA:
Vernon County Line School
S. M. Phillips, principal
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